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ABSTRACT

Electrochemical Planarization of Copper for Microelectronic Applications

Jinshan Huo, B.S., M.S.
Ph.D., OGI School of Science & Engineering
at Oregon Health & Science University
December 2003
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Raj Solanki
Copper damascene is the most common technique used in ULSI device
fabrication. To meet the challenges of continuing increase of device speed and shrinkage
of device dimensions, one of the strategies is to use ultra low dielectric constant (k)
materials with porosity as the interlayer dielectric (ILD) between the layers of copper
interconnects. Unfortunately, these ultra low-k lLDs are too fiagile to be integrated with
conventional chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) technique. To explore the possibility
of using electrochemical polishinglplanarization PCP) as an alternate polishing
technique for replacement of CMP, this work studied: (1) copper anodic polarization
behavior in various electrolyte solutions, (2) copper anodic layers in different solutions,
(3) ECP effects of copper bulk material and films electroplated on trenched silicon
substrates, (4) ECP mechanisms, and (5) correlation between anode surface profiles and
ECP effects.
Copper anodic polarization curves in phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, sodium
chloride, ethylene glycol, and hydroxyethylidenediphosphonic acid (HEDP), with or
without organic and inorganic additives were measured with a computer-controlled
potentiostat. The data indicated that a limiting current plateau existed in certain
concentration ranges of the above electrolyte solutions. Steady-state data were collected
to validate that the limiting current conditions were mass transport controlled, which is a
prerequisite for ECP.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and SEM observations of anodic
layers suggested that an electrically resistive salt film formed on a copper anode in

solutions of hydroxyethylidenediphosphonic acid (HEDP). Whereas, in solutions of
phosphoric acid or phosphoric acid with copper oxide, ethylene glycol and sodium
tripolyphosphate as additives, no salt film was detected. Analysis of EIS data hrther
suggested that Hz0 molecules are the mass transport controlling species in solutions of
phosphoric acid and of phosphoric acid with copper oxide, whereas Cu++ions are the
mass transport controlling species in solutions of HEDP and of phosphoric acid with
additives ethylene glycol or sodium tripolyphosphate.
ECP effects of copper bulk material and film electroplated on trenched silicon
substrate in various electrolyte solutions were evaluated with computer-controlled
chronoamperometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The results indicated that
excellent ECP effect (surfaces mean roughness Ra < 10 nrn) on bulk copper could be
obtained with .phosphoric acid, HEDP, and phosphoric acid solutions with ethylene
glycol, sodium tripolyphosphate, and copper oxide as additives. However, for copper film
electroplated on trenched silicon wafer, a good ECP effect was obtained only with HEDP
solutions.
ECP mechanisms have been studied and a detailed description of three possible
ECP mechanisms is presented. It shows that ECP effect is strongly dependent on the
surface profiles of the anode to be polished. Copper films electroplated on trenched
silicon wafers consist of sine waves of short wavelength, which is more difficult
(compared to copper bulk surface) to be planarized. Optimal ECP conditions for this case
were determined, based on the results of this study.

Chapter 1
Introduction to Copper Electropolishing

1.1 Background
A microelectronic device is essentially composed of a number of transistors that
are interconnected to perform logic hnctions. Continuing demand for higher speed, more
hnctions, and lower power consumption requires faster components and denser
integration of microelectronic devices. An ultra large scale integrated (ULSI) circuit may
have millions of transistors on a single chip. For instance, the 2.80 GHz Intel Pentium 4
processor, with feature size (of the poly-silicon gate) of 0.13-micron, has 55 million
transistors, which are interconnected on a chip of about 2 cm2 [l, 21. To optimize
hnctional density and supply power to each transistor, multilevel interconnects are
required and have to be interspaced with interlayer dielectrics (ILD).
For years, semiconductor manufacturers used aluminum and SiO2 for the
interconnects and ILD materials. These structures were patterned by using plasma to etch
(dry etch) the fine lines. As device sizes get smaller, finer pitch of interconnects requires
smaller RC delay and greater electromigration (EM) resistance. Compared to aluminum,
the resistivity of copper is about 40% lower and has better EM resistance. No wonder, the
interconnect RC delay of Cu 1 low-k materials is about half that of A l l SiOz [3]. Clearly,
copper 1 low-k interconnects are the choice for deep sub-micron technologies since it
provides speed enhancement with no sacrifice of device reliability.
Using new materials usually needs new processing techniques. Material removal
techniques are among the key processing technologies used in the fabrication of
microelectronic devices. Unlike A l l Si02 interconnects where plasma etch can be used,
copper interconnects need other techniques rather than plasma dry-etch since copper-
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plasma reaction products are almost impossible to vaporize at temperatures under 400°C
[4]. Currently chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is used with copper dual damascene
process technology. Fig.l-l

illustrates copper damascene structure and extra copper

removal with CMP.

a

b

c

Figure 1-1
An illustration of copper dual damascene technique.
a. Copper-ILD interconnects structure [3]; b. copper is electrochemically
deposited in ILD trenches; c. a flat and smooth surface is obtained after CMP.

However, the effectiveness of CMP varies from material to material [5]. As the
feature size of microelectronic devices continues to shrink into submicron regime, copper
interconnects combined with ultra low-k interlayer dielectrics (ILD) become necessary.
Ultralow-k materials, such as carbon-doped silica (SiOC) films formed by CVD and spinon dielectric (SOD) films, are soft compared to Si02 and fluorosilicate glass (pSG) films.
To further low down k (dielectric constant) value, air bubbles are introduced into such

materials. This makes the ILD even softer. Hence, CMP is no longer feasible due to
problems such as: (1) the ILD layers can be crushed by CMP; (2) slurry particles getting
embedded into the ILD materials, as a result, contaminating the materials and increasing
the k value; (3) scratching of ILD; and (4) ILD layer peeling off by shear stress of CMP.
Alternatively, electrochemical polishing (ECP) is a viable option that is attracting more
and more interest fiom the semiconductor industry [6-91.
Electrochemical polishing is also called electrochemical planarization,
electropolishing, or electroplanarization; and shortened as ECP. ECP is a reverse process
of electroplating (EP). As shown in Fig. 1-2, copper dissolution occurs on anode, which is
connected to the positive pole of the power supply. Conversely, copper plating occurs on
cathode, which is connected to the negative pole of the power supply. Therefore, copper
electroplating results when working electrode is chosen to be cathode. And copper
dissolution is accomplished when the working electrode is chosen to be the anode.

F
I
Cathode

Figure 1-2

Schematic of an Electrochemical Cell

Nevertheless, electropolishing can not be achieved by simply switching the poles
of the power supply of an electroplating system. In fact, when this process is applied to
copper interconnects in ULSI circuit fabrication, EP and ECP have very difference
mechanisms. Fig. 1-3 indicates the mechanism of trench filling in copper EP.
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For electroplating, the biggest challenge is void-free gap filling. This is realized
by adding additives, such as accelerator, suppressor and leveler into a plating solution.
Among them, accelerators have a function of catalyzing charge transfer. These rapidly
diffusing small electroactive molecules accumulate onto the trench bottom as copper
deposition process goes on. As a result, the current density on the trench bottom becomes
higher and higher than on the top flat surface. Therefore a bottom-up filling is realized.
Otherwise, voids would form due to conformal growth, as shown in Fig. 1-4.

+ +

+ +

+ +
+

r-

+

+ +

+
+

+
+ +
t = 0 sec.

t = 5 sec.

t= 10 sec.

Figure 1-3
Bottom-up trench filling is facilitated by accelerators
accumulated in the trench. + Represents accelerator.

Figure 1-4

Voids formed in electroplated copper.
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However, electrochemical dissolution, the reverse process of EP, does not
necessarily produce a flat and smooth surface. Indeed a rough surface can be produced, at
lower overpotential due to crystallographic etching mechanism, and at higher potential
due to gas bubbles form on the anode surface. A smooth surface can be produced only at
certain potential range in certain electrolyte solutions. A detailed discussion will be given
in Chapters 2 and 3.
It is known that ECP can be subdivided into: macrosmoothing (or leveling) and
microsmoothing (or brightening). Leveling, which refers to the elimination of larger
surface roughness, is due to the fact that the current density (J) on projecting areas is
greater than on recessed area on a rough surface with uniform potential (See Fig.1-5)
[10]. As a result, peaks of a rough surface have higher dissolution rate than valleys.

J

Figure 1-5

Schematic of current density variation

over a roughsurfaceand anodicresistingCu++ diffusion
from anode surface to wards cathode.

On the other hand, brightening, which refers to the elimination of surface
roughness comparable to the wavelength of visible light, is due to the formation of
certain kinds of diffusion barrier layers on the anode surface (See Fig.1-5) [10]. The
barrier layer causes a shift in dissolution mechanism from surface-kinetic control to mass
transport control. Under kinetic control, the dissolution speed varies from one
crystallographic orientation to another. Thus a rough surface may be produced. While
under mass transport control, the anodic films work as diffusion barriers and prevent

preferential dissolution at higher energy sites, such as grain boundaries and crystal planes
with higher energy. In other words, the anodic dissolution is insensitive to location and
crystallographic orientation. Instead, the prominences under anodic films of a rough
surface are preferentially dissolved due to, a steeper concentration gradient on convex
than on concave portions [l 11.
Copper electrochemical polishing was first reported about seventy years ago [12].
Since then a lot of work has been reported dealing with various aspects of the technology.
Linear sweep voltammetry [13, 141, AC impedance spectroscopy [15, 161, Ellipsometry
[17], holographic interferometry [18], XPS [19], and other techniques were used to study
the anodic layers and ECP mechanisms. It is known that surface brightening can be
achieved by controlling the anodic potential at limiting current plateau where the process
is mass transport controlled [lo, 13, 14, 17, 20-221. Surface leveling is best achieved
under primary current distribution at narrow inter-electrode distance [22]. Modeling
methods have also been used to predict ECP process and facilitate the understanding of
ECP mechanisms.
However, the mechanisms of electropolishing are not fully understood as yet. A
detailed description of copper ECP mechanisms is not available so far.
Early work suggests that ECP process depends on many factors, such as
electrolyte solution and its circulation, disk rotating speed, current density, potential, and
temperature [22, 23-28]. Yet optimal ECP conditions for copper electropolishing for
microelectronic applications are still not available. In fact, copper ECP technology is so
far mainly used for (1) decorating purposes such as furniture arms and legs, lamps and
lighting fixtures, jewelry and nameplates; (2) components with cavities such as copper
cylinders and pipes; and (3) other special applications such as electrical contacts and
sample preparation for materials research [29-331.
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Figure 1-6 Copper surface profiles: a. AFM image of bulk material;
b. Optical image of copper film electroplated on patterned silicon wafer;
c. SEM image of cross section of copper film electroplated on patterned
silicon wafer.

For microelectronic applications, there are several more issues that need to be
addressed. These issues include [6, 7, 34]: (1) the patterned features of electroplated
copper films are difficult to remove and may lead to non-uniform polishing; (2) overetching of the copper in trenches because no "end-point stopping"; (3) the surface of the
copper films after ECP becomes rough instead of bright as a result of inhomogeneous

etching and gas bubbles; and (4) the uniformity of ECP over a large wafer (such as 300
mm wafers) can be challenging.

In addition, it was found that ECP efficiency was influenced by the pattern of
surface profile [35]. As shown in Fig.1-6, the surface profile of an electroplated (EP)
copper film on a deep-trenched wafer is quite different fiom that of copper bulk
materials. Mechanically polished surface of bulk copper material has a rough surface
with protrusions involve short wavelength (Fig. 1-6a). The surface of copper film
electroplated on a deep trenched wafer has a smoother surface with bumps and pads,
which are corresponding to the trenches and vias under the film, See Figs. 1-6b and c.
One of the biggest challenges is to even out these bumps and pads.
A better understanding of the mass transport processes and ECP mechanisms is
therefore very necessary to identify the factors that are effective to ECP of copper films
electroplated on trenched silicon wafers.

1.2 Research Objectives
With the goal to find optimal conditions of copper ECP for microelectronic
applications, this study will investigate copper anodic behavior in various aqueous
solutions, copper anodic layers and ECP efficiency in different electrolyte solutions,
copper ECP mechanisms, and the factors that affect copper ECP. The following
objectives are expected to be achieved:
(1) Study copper anodic behavior in various representative chemical solutions
through measuring polarization curves and observing chemical and
electrochemical reactions on the anode sufice
(2) Measure copper anodic layers in various electrolytes with electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Study the mechanisms of mass transport in
anodic layers and solutions.
(3) Measure the efficiency of copper electropolishing in these chemical solutions.

(4) Study the mechanisms copper electropolishing. Investigate the different ECP
behaviors of copper bulk material and electroplated film on patterned silicon
wafer.

(5) Identify the factors that affect copper electropolishing. Find the optimal process

parameters for ECP of electroplated copper films on patterned silicon wafer.

1.3 Thesis Outline
In this chapter, an introduction to copper electropolishing for microelectronic
application has been presented. The organization of the rest of this dissertation is as
follows.
Chapter 2, fbndarnental theory of copper electrochemical polishing, based on
literature study, discusses various physical and chemical phenomena and processes on
metal solid surface, metal-electrolyte interhce, and in an electrochemical system. The
mechanisms of copper electrochemical polishing in aqueous electrolyte solutions are also
discussed.
Chapter 3 will discuss copper anodic behavior in an electrolyte solution. Limiting
current plateau data obtained fiom copper anodic polarization curves, measured with a
computer-controlled potentiostat, in various chemical solutions will be presented.
Feasible electrical conditions for ECP of copper films electroplated on patterned silicon
wafer will also be discussed.

In Chapter 4, Study the anodic layers and mass transport mechanisms in various
electrolyte solutions with Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). Types of the
anodic layers and mass transport limiting species are identified.

In Chapter 5, results of copper ECP in various chemical solutions using
chronoamperometry technique are presented. The ECP effects were evaluated using an
atomic force microscope (AFM). Copper ECP efficiency in the different solutions
calculated fiom thickness and surface roughness data measured before and after ECP. A
detailed description of electropolishing mechanisms is presented. Finally, optimal
conditions for ECP of electroplated copper films on patterned silicon wafers are
presented.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis work and suggests the areas of fUture research.
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Chapter 2
Fundamental Aspects of Electrochemical Polishing
The process of electrochemical polishing involves interaction between metal
surface and electrolyte, electron transfer, electrochemical reaction, ion I molecule motion,
and convection. To better understand the mechanisms of copper electrochemical
polishing, it is necessary to know the state of metal surface, the chemistry of solid-liquid
interface, and the electrochemical processes.

2.1 Solid Surface
Bulk metals are normally polycrystalline that are constructed by the repetition of
identical structural units (crystalline cells) in space. Each unit cell consists of one or more
metal atoms. These atoms vibrate around their equilibrium positions (lattices) but are
tightly held together by the attractive electrostatic interactions between the negative
charges of the electrons and the positive charges of the nuclei [I, 21. The crystalline,
atomic and electronic structures in a metal material determine its properties. For instance,
copper has good plasticity due to its FCC crystal structure and good electrical
conductivity due to its electronic structure. Metal atoms usually have one or two, but no
more than three valence electrons [3]. These valence electrons can freely move inside the
surface. Under electrical field (E), the free electrons move in the direction of applied
field, resulting in conductivity.
However, the crystal periodicity is disrupted at grain boundaries and metal
surfaces. Surface atoms have fewer neighbors than bulk atoms. Parts of the chemical
bonds, which constitute the bulk-crystal structure, are broken to create the surface and
thus the formation of a surface costs energy (surface energy). The surface of a crystalline
solid in vacuum is generally defined as the few outermost atomic layers. If the surface is
clean, then the top layer may be reconstructed. In addition, multilayer relaxation, i.e.,
interlayer spacing change, may occur at the top surface [4]. Due to these changes, in

comparison with the bulk properties, the electronic structure near the surface is markedly
different. Quantum mechanics shows that localized energy levels will arise at the surface.
Many macroscopic effects and phenomena on surfaces are related to this change, for
example, the surface fiee energy, the adhesion forces, the work function, contact
potential, low-energy electron diffraction, and chemical redox potential [5-71.
In addition to atom reconstruction and multilayer relaxation at the surface,
crystalline defects, such as vacancies, dislocations, step edges of facets, and grain
boundaries, as illustrated in Fig. 2-1, also exist at a real metal surface. Since the packing

density varies between different crystal planes, their relaxed states at a surface would
imply different surface energies [8]. These surface varieties apparently affect the surface
electronic structure and thus the surface physical and chemical properties as well. For
example, on copper, (100) planes have the lowest and (111) planes have the highest
dissolution rate in the active potential region of an electrochemical process [9].

Figure 2-2 XRD spectra of ALD produced copper film (a) and
of forged copper plate (b).

The orientations of crystal grains in a material depend on processing conditions
the material has undergone. For example, the crystal grains of copper films produced by
atomic layer deposition (ALD) have no preferential orientation while forged copper
plates may have crystal grains preferentially oriented in certain directions, as shown in
Fig. 2-2. In Fig. 2-2% the x-ray diffiction (XRD) spectra of ALD copper films conform
to spectra of copper powder diffraction file (PDF), which has isotropic distribution of
crystals orientations. In Fig. 2-2b the (200) spectrum of forged copper plates has intensity
several times higher than that of other spectrum. This indicates that a lot more crystal
grains are orientated such that their (100) planes are parallel to the surface of the copper
plate. These characteristics resulted fiom different processing conditions will affect the
electrochemical behavior.
Copper is the second best electrical conductor. It is chemically stable in air and
pure water [lo]. In contact with electrolytes, a series of physical, chemical and
electrochemical reactions may occur between copper and solutions. It can be oxidized in
oxygen-containing acid solutions. Complex copper compounds may form in organic
solutions under electrochemical conditions.
In macro scale, pure metals, such as copper and silver, generally exhibit low

strength, high plasticity and toughness. A mechanically polished surface of copper bulk
material displays characteristics similar to a tough fiacture surface, as shown in Fig.2-3.

In contrast, the surface profile of copper film has gentler geometrical variation. If the film
is electroplated on patterned wafer, bumps and pads form on the surface due to the
distribution of additives in the bottom of the trenches, vias, and flat surface.
The characteristics of surface profiles have direct effects to electrochemical
polishing (ECP), which will be fbrther discussed in Chapter 5. The ECP effect is usually
evaluated by the change of mean roughness of the surface before and after ECP process.

An average roughness of a solid surfkce is defined as following [ l l , 121
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Figure 2-3 Surface topography in micro scale: (a) copper bulk material, (b)
copper thin film electroplated on blanket wafer, and (c) on patterned wafer.
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Figure 2-4 Model of Surface profile and average roughness measurement

where % is the arithmetic average of the absolute values of the roughness profile
ordinates, I is the length of the sample (See Fig. 2-4). A discrete digital form of the above
equation is

where Z is the height. Zero line is taken for the lowest Z measured by an AFM.

2.2 Aqueous electrolyte solution
An electrolyte is a substance in a solution or melt that is at least partly in the form
of charged species - ions and thus conducts electricity [13, 141. There are solid and liquid
electrolyte solutions. The latter may be W h e r classified as aqueous and non-aqueous. In
an aqueous electrolyte solution, water (HzO) is used as the solvent.

-
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Figure 2-5 Structure and charge distribution of water (HzO) molecule (a), and its
equivalent dipole model (b).

Water is the most common solvent. Fig. 2-5 illustrate the structure and charge
distribution of a water molecule [14]. The distance between oxygen and hydrogen atoms
is about 0.97 A. And the two hydrogen atoms are about 1.54 A apart. The 0-H bonds are
oriented at an angle of 105". The center of negative charge (-e) of oxygen (Oc) and the

center of positive charge (+e) of hydrogen @c) atoms form a dipole [14]. Such a
molecular structure may break the chemical bonds of certain substances when it interacts
with them.
Fig. 2-6 illustrates the electrostatic interactions between water molecules and
NaCl ionic crystal [IS].The dissociation of N~+-cT bond occurs through the attracting
force between ~ a ion
+ and the Oc* end of water dipole (=) and between Cl- ion and the
HC'

end of water dipole (+). The dissolution of the crystal in water is achieved when the

chemical bonding between Na+ and C1' ions is overcome by the electrostatic attraction
and thermal vibration energy of ~ aand
+ C1- ions in crystal.

Figure 2-6 Dissolution of an ionic crystal by the action of a solvent (HzO).

Neutral acetic Neutral
acid molecule water
molecule

Acetate ion

Hydrogen ion

Figure 2-7 Ions produced by interaction of neutral molecules of water and of acetic
acid.

Another way to produce mobile ions is based on the fact that some neutral (i.e.,
nonionic) substances can also interact with water to produce ions in solution. Fig. 2-7
illustrates how neutral molecules of water and of acetic acid interact to give an
electrolytic solution of hydrogen ions and acetate ions [16].
Overall, an electrolytic solution is electrically neutral, i-e., the net charge is zero.
This is due to the fact that the total charge due to the positive ions is equal to the total
charge due to the negative ions. In the solution, water molecules are randomly oriented
except those adjacent ions, as shown in the schematic (Fig 2-8). Of course in reality the
structure is more complicated (several shells around the ions, gradually breaking up with
distance).

Figure 2-8 A schematic representation of the random orientation of
water dipoles and the distributions of ions at an instantaneous moment
in an aqueous electrolytic solution.
Ions and water molecules move around randomly in the solution (Brownian
motion). If there is a difference in the concentration of ions in different regions of the
solution, the resulting concentration gradient produces a flow of ions known as dzffusion.
If there are differences in electrostatic potential, at various points in the electrolytic

solution, then the resulting field produces a flow of charge in the direction of the field.
This is termed migration or comhction. The conductivity of an electrolytic solution
depends on the electrolytes and their concentration in the solution [13]. Finally, if a

difference of pressure, density, or temperature exists in the solution, the liquid will move
as a whole or parts of it move relative to other parts. This is hydrodymmic flow. These
motions usually occur simultaneously in a real electrochemical system.

2.3 Solid-Liquid Interface
In an electrochemical system, electrodes are indispensable components and have
to touch with electrolyte so that electrochemical processes can complete. The most
important electrochemical processes, charge transfer and chemical reactions, occur at the
electrolyte-electrode interfaces. Therefore, the knowledge of electrolyte-electrode
interface is significant.

As stated above, an aqueous electrolytic solution exhibits electroneutrality and
random orientation of water dipoles. Thus, on a time average, the ions and water
molecules in aqueous solution experience forces that are independent of direction and
independent of position in the electrolyte [17]. On the other hand, in the metal the
valence electrons (fiee electrons) are highly mobile. The fiee electrons and atoms at the
solid surface have higher energy states. Thus some of the atoms on the metal surface may
lose electrons to form ions, i.e., ionization, at one moment. The ions may also recombine
with electrons and become atoms at another moment. Depending on the electronic
structures, some metals (such as sodium) are easier than others (such as platinum) to
ionize. Copper is relatively stable. Still, some of the surface atoms may be expected to
ionize at a moment.
The ionization process may be promoted when the metal is in touch with aqueous
solution due to the facts that [IS, 181:
(1) Metal ions can not move in the metal electrode but can move through the
solution, producing electric current in solution with an applied potential;
(2) Electrons can move fieely in metal solid (electric current in a metal) but can
not survive in solution and will quickly recombine with positive ions;
(3) Water dipoles and negative ions in solution may drag the surface metal ions

into the solution.
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As more surface metal atoms ionize, more extra electrons remain inside the metal
solid. The electrostatic attraction between these electrons and the ionized metal ions
make the ions to be adsorbed onto the metal surface, as shown in Fig. 2-9.

Figure 2-9 Adsorption of ionized metal ions onto the metal surface.

If a positive potential is applied to the metal (this is case an anode in an
electrochemical cell), the ionization of surface metal atoms will be enhanced and thus
more metal ions are produced at the surface and more electrons inside the metal.
In the solution, water molecules, positive and negative ions drift around. The
adsorbed layer of positive metal ions attracts nearby water dipoles in a preferential
direction, which move towards the metal surface. This forms the ftrst layer (hydration
sheath)

-

inner Helmholtz layer, as shown in Fig. 2-10a. While it is occupied largely by

water dipoles, some negative ions can also be found in this layer. These adsorbed ions are
said to be speciftcally adsorbed. The locus of the electrical centers of the speciftcally
adsorbed ions is called the inner Helmholtz plane (llIP, at Xl) [19, 20].
Solvated ions can approach the metal only to a distance X2;the locus centers of
these nearest solvates ions is called outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). The interaction of
solvated ions with the charged metal surface involves only long-range electrostatic force,
so that their interaction is essentially independent of the chemical properties of the ions.
These ions are said to be nonspeciftcally adsorbed. Because of thermal agitation in the
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solution, the nonspecifically adsorbed ions are distributed in a three dimensional region
called diffuse layer (6d), which extents from OHP into the bulk of the solution (i.e., 6d =
X3 - X2) [19, 20].
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Figure 2-10 Double layer formed at the metal-solution interface (a)
and the potential variation across the double layer (b).

The dzfise layer is loosely held there by electrostatic attraction. It is balanced by
the attraction from the positive charge of the adsorbed fixed layer and the repelling from
the excess of electrons inside the metal. Ions are fiee to move around in this layer, and to
enter or leave it. Some of the ions in the diffise layer are positive, but the net charge of
the layer is negative. The excess-charge density in the d i a s e layer decreases with the
distance fiom OHP (pz at OHP) to the bulk of solution (zero at X3) where positive and
negative ions are equally likely in any region - thermal motion reigns supreme. The total
excess-charge in the layer is equal to that of the adsorbed fixed layer [18, 191. Likewise,
the potential falls off into the solution, at first sharply and then asymptotically (See Fig.
2-lob).
The adsorbed fixed layer and the OHP layer (or the adsorbed fixed layer and the
whole mobile diffise layer) together are the so-called electrical double layer, see Fig. 210a. The double layer acts as a capacitor in an electrochemical system, with a 'fix plate'
(the adsorbed fixed layer) and a 'moveable plate' (the double layer) [18-201. Its structure
may significantly affect the electrode processes (detailed discussion in chapters 4 and 5).

2.4 Electrochemical cell and electropolishing
2.4.1 Electrochemical cells

As stated above, when a metal bar is dipped into water or electrolytic solution,
electrons and metal ions will build up respectively inside the bar and on the surfaces
immersed in the solution (See Fig. 2-9). Different metals have different tendencies of
such electron / ion build-up and thus may have different electric potentials. For example,
when copper and iron bars are put into same solution, more electrons build-up in iron
than that in copper. So iron is more negative in potential than copper. If an electrical
connection is made between the copper and iron bars, electrons will flow fiom iron to
copper, as shown in Fig. 2-1 1. The process may continue until all the iron has corroded
away or until all the hydrogen ions (obtain electrons at copper surface and form hydrogen
gas) in the solution have been used up. In the process, iron atoms are said to be oxidized
and hydrogen ions are said to be reduced. This is how a battery (power supply) cell
works.
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Figure 2-12 A copper electrochemical deposition / polishing cell.

The present study focuses on another kind of electrochemical cell, which forces
the oxidation / reduction processes to occur by an external power supply, as illustrated in
Fig. 2-12. An external voltage is applied to the two electrodes. The electrode connected
to the positive pole of the power supply is called anode. And the one connected to the
negative pole of the power supply is called cathode. When the applied voltage is high
enough, electrons in the anode may be pumped out and the metal atoms on the anode
surfhce will be oxidized (e.g., Cu - 2e

+ Cut?

and dissolved into the electrolyte

solution. Under electrical field, the positive ions (cations) move towards cathode and
negative ions (anions) move towards anode. The cations may get electrons and be
reduced to atoms (e.g., Cuu

+ 2e

+ Cu) again at the cathode surface, as illustrated in

Fig. 2-12. Therefore, electron transfer between the two electrodes is carried out via the
ion drift in the electrolyte and electron conduction in metal wire. When the working
electrode (WE) is set to be anode, dissolution is processed at certain potential. Likewise,
when the working electrode is set to be cathode, it can result in deposition. For
electropolishing of copper, the copper part to be polished is set to be anode while the
cathode can be any conductive material (e.g., copper).
The potential of the working electrode may be measured and controlled with a
system shown in Fig.2-12. The critical potential at which the oxidation / reduction starts
to occur is related to the st&d

redox potential, I?, for a specific anode material. The

redox potential is a measure (in volts) of the affinity of a substance for electrons - its
electronegativity - compared with hydrogen (which is set at 0). Substances more strongly
electronegative (i.e., capable of oxidizing or accepting electrons) than hydrogen have
positive redox potentials (e.g., Cu 1 CU++:EO = 0.34 V). Substances less electronegative
(i.e., capable of reducing or giving up electrons) than hydrogen have negative redox
potentials (e.g., cr"l c?+:EO = -1.07 V) [21, 22,231.
2.4.2 Kinetics of electrode reactions

For an electrochemical process involving oxidized species "ox" (e.g.,

c?? and

reduced species "re" (e.g., c??

ox+ne

re

2-3

the dynamics of the process in equilibrium may be characterized by the Nemst equation
124,251

b , and aM, are the activities of ox and re. In a simple case (so called "firstwhere a,
class" electrodes), when a metal is immersed in a solution that contains the metal ion,
reactions
M*

+ H E

# .w(@

2-5

may occur and the Nernst equation is

where E is the electrode potential, R = 8.317 J mol"

K" is the gas constant, T is the

temperature of the system in kelvins (K),n is the number of electrons transferred in the
electrochemical reaction@

=

the activities of ox, re, and

9.64853 x lo4 C is Faraday constant, sox, b , and a
,

M"'

are

in the electrolyte solution respectively. The quantity

w+]is equal to the concentration of the species times the activity coefficient:
The mean activity (y,) at low concentration (usually < 0.01 I@ is given by
7

dP
logy, = -0.509z2 I+&
where z is the charge on the ion and p is the ionic strength

These equations describe the relationship between the applied electrode potential Q,
standard potential E', and the product concentrations of electrode reactions 2-3 and 2-5.
Driven by the applied electrical field, the ionic products, together with other
existing ions in the solution, move towards electrodes according to the signs of their
charges. The ion drift forms a current flow in the solution. Electrons are transferred at the
electrode surfaces through electrode reaction, and travel along the conductive wires in the
closed circuit of the cell. As a result, an electric current flow is realized under the

externally applied voltage. Since current is much easier to measure than the ionic
concentration of the electrolyte, it is a better parameter than concentration to depict the
dynamics of electrode reactions. Early study indicates that in case of low current and
efficient stirring, in which mass transport is not a factor determining the current, the
current-potential relation is given by Tafel equation [26]
rl=~-~Oo=a+blogi
where

is the over potential,

EO

2-10

' is formal potential at which the interface is at

equilibrium with a solution (i.e., Cox= C,),i is current, a and b are constants.
Introducing the correlation between concentrations CoxI C, and current (i) into
the above equation leads to the well known Butler-Volmer formulation of electrode
kinetics [27]

with
and

where C, and Ceare bulk concentrations, CodO, t) and C,(O, t) are the concentrations of
ox and re at the electrode I solution interfaces at time t, a (=0

- 1) is transfer coefficient,

A is the area of the electrode, and kO is standard rate constant (i.e., the reaction rate
constant at EO at which the rate of the forward process (vr, M/s) and backward process
(vL, MIS) are equal: vf = kfGe= vb = kb Coxand thus Ge = Coxand kf = kb = kO).
Equation 2-1 1 gives a quantitative relation between current and overpotential,
which reflects the dynamics of electrode reaction at low current. A graphic illustration of
the equation is shown in Fig. 2-13 with constant vales: io = lom7A./cm2; a = 0.3, 0.5; T =
298 K; F = 96500 Clmol, and R = 8.3144 JI(mo1 K). The condition "low current" means
that mass transport is not the limiting process and interfacial electrochemical reaction
process is dominant.

Figure 2-13 current-overpotential curves for redox reaction 2-3 with
i,,
= lo-' NcmZat 25 'c.

2.4.3 Mass transport in electrolyte solution

Mass transport is an important process in an electrochemical system. With stirring
or other type of forced circulation, mass transport occurs by three mechanisms in an
electrochemical cell [28]:

a4
(1) Migration, motion of ions driven by electrical field -

ax'

(2) Diffision, motion of species (ions, atoms, molecules) driven by concentration

dC
gradient -;and
&
(3) Convection, driven by pressure (P).

Thus, in general, a flux Jj (mol s-'

ern'?) of species j will occur due to the above

the three types of motions. The flux may be described by Nernst-Planck equation [29]

where C, zj, and Dj are respectively the concentration, number of valence electrons, and
diffusion coefficient of species j; and v(x) is the velocity of solution in x direction.

If j is an ionic species, then the flux Jj is equivalent to a current density. Thus, the
current (i, C 6') for a solution flow through a cross-section area, A, normal to the axis of
mass flow, is

d is migration current, and iGj is convection current, which
where i a is difision current, i

represent the contribution of diffusion, migration and convection respectively

In bulk solution (away from electrode), concentration gradients,

(4

ar

7

are

generally small, and the total current is carried mainly by migration, i.e.,

and the total current is

The transference number of species j, 'defined as the fiaction of total current that
ionic species j carries is given by [29]

where

K

is the conductivity of the solution,

and 3cj are the ionic conductivity and

Kj

mobility for ion j.
For an electrochemical cell shown in Fig. 2-14, assume: the electrolyte solution
contains 0.3M CuS04 and 0.001M HzS04;the mobilities of cuZ+, SO^^-, and @ are b++
= 50,

AS@-

= 80,

and AH+ = 350 respectively; an applied potential difference (voltage) AE

produces a total current equivalent to 200 electrons per unit time passing through the cell,
i.e., i = 200 eqls; and no convection (i.e., ia = 0). Then from Eq. 2-18, t
= 0.611, and t
=i

~=+0.009; and i,&+

. = 0.380, t&

= i d = 76 eqls, ,i SO,-- - is@-= -122 eqls, and ,i H+

~=+2 eqls, as shown in Fig. 14. Accordingly, the diffusion current of reactant species,

. - I., a* = 124 eqls. However, for non

CU*, may be calculated from Eq. 2-15: i4 a* = r

reactant species SO? and @, to maintain the electroneutrality and the balance of

38 CU* a6 e*)
4

Ib

61 SO,* (1 22 c)
2 H+(2 e*)

Ib

Figure 2-14 Schematic of an electrochemical deposition
1 polishing cell and ion motions in the solution.

concentration, same amount of ions have to diffise to the opposite direction, i.e., i4 sm-- - ,i SO,--= 122 eqls, and i4 H+ = - ,i H+ = iH+ = - 2 eqls. See Fig. 2-14.

In the above example, convection is neglected. Nevertheless, in a real
electrochemical system, convection is usually introduced by methods such as rotating
electrode, stimng, or other forced circulation strategies. In such a system, the velocity of
solution flow is generally a constant (v,) in bulk solution (far from the electrode surface
and the wall of solution container) and decreases while approaching the solid surfaces
due to the fliction between the fluid and the solid surface [30].For rotating disk
electrode, as employed in this study, the important velocities are radial velocity (vr) and
and normal velocity (v,). They are shown in Fig. 2- 15 and given by [3 11

Figure 2-15 Fluid velocities near a rotating disk: a. Vector representation, b.
Schematic resultant streamlines (or flows), c. Variation of radial fluid velocity (vr)
as a function of y and r, d. Variation of normal fluid velocity (v,) as a function of y.

where o

=2

x rps (s-', rps represents resolution per second) is the angular velocity of

rotating disk, v is kinematic viscosity, y is the distance fiom the electrode surface, and r is
the radius from the center of electrode disk.
The limiting velocity in y direction, v, is
v, = lim vy = -0.88447 (cov)ln

2-2 1

Y*
1

The distance S = 3.6

(c)I-)i,
corresponding to vy = 0.8 v,

is called the &fm#mmic

W

(or Prandfl)bou*

Iayer thickness and roughly represents the thickness of the layer of

liquid dragged by the rotating disk.
The material flux during convective diffision due to forced convection can be
described by [32]
Jd+Jc=-DgmdC+C~
where C is the material concentration,

Jd

2-22

is the diffision and J c the convection material

flux. In case of rotating disk, Eq. 2-22 leads to

ac = 0);
a

Under steady-state (-

assuming that the fluid is incompressible and

concentration in y direction (C,) is much larger that the concentration in r direction (G);
and with boundary conditions:
y = 0:

C = C*;

one gets the solution fiom Eqs. 2-19 and 2-23 [32]

Thus,
2n
iL=nFAJL=0.62nFAD

for ionic species.

'

116

0

112

(CO-C*)
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Since the forced convection diffision effect is limited inside the Prandtl layer, a
concentration gradient will be developed if the electrochemical reaction is faster than
diffision. In such a case (so called limiting current condition), the oxidized ions
produced every second are more than diffision can remove from the anode surface into
the bulk solution. Consequently, the concentration at the anode surface is higher than that
in the bulk solution, as illustrated in fig. 2-16. The concentration variation occurs only in
a thin layer within the Prandtl layer (6), i.e., 6, < 6. The quantity 6, is termed the
thickness of Nernst layer (6,). This layer has significant importance to electrochemical
polishing and will be firther discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 2-16 Prandtl layer (04)and Nernst layer (04,)
formed at the boundary between the anode surface
and flowing solution.

2.4.4 Electrochemical polishing
The preceding two sections discussed the relationship between current and
overpotential, and the effects of migration, diffision, and convection. To a copper
electrochemical polishing 1 deposition system as shown in Fig. 2-12, if the current flow
through the cell is known, one can calculate the rate of copper dissolution (fiom the
anode) or deposition (onto the cathode). Assuming that

(1) at anode,

cu - 2e .-) Cute

2-26

(2) at cathode,

W+2e.-)~u

2-27

are the only reactions occurring in the system, then, the current flow of every two
electrons results in one copper atom dissolved on the anode and deposited on the cathode.
Since 1 A = 1 CIS, the charge of one electron e = 1.60218 x lo-'' C, so the number of
electrons (per second) in 1 A current is N,

=i

/ e; the number of copper atoms being

oxidized or reduced N, = N, 1 2 = i 1 2e, the number of moles Nm = N, I NA= i I (2 e NA)
= i / (2 F) where Avogadro's

number NA= 6.02214 x

mole-1; the weight of Nmmole

copper W = NmM = i M 1 (2 F) where M is the molecular weight; in volume, V = W / d =
i M / (2 F d) where d is the density of copper. Thus 1 A current produces a dissolution I

deposition rate in thickness (cds)

where A is the area of the electrode surface.
From Eq. 2-1 1 we can see that current increases with increasing overpotential q =

E - E0 '. Therefore, for a certain applied potential E, higher standard redox potential EO
and so higher EO

'will result at lower current. According to Eq. 2-28, this will lead to

lower dissolution rate. As stated in section 2.1, on a polycrystalline metal surface there
are sites, such as defects and grain boundaries, where atoms are at higher energy states. In
addition, due to arbitrary crystal orientation, there are different crystalline planes with
different energy states of atoms on the electrode surface. Therefore, atoms at all these
different sites and planes have different standard redox potential EO,and as a result, have
different dissolution rate according to Eq. 2-28. Such an anodic dissolution will not lead
to polishing. Instead, a crystallographic etching is produced [9, 33-35]. This is true at
lower current (or applied potential).
However, when the applied potential of anode electrode is increased to certain
value, Eq. 2-1 1 will no longer be valid since the reaction rate is so high that the system
becomes mass transport controlled. In other words, the Cu* ion flux (J) and so the
current (iL) is determined by diffusion process instead of applied potential over a range of

EL (See Fig. 2-17). Previous study [36-401 indicated that a polishing effect could be
achieved in this range. Further discussion will be presented in the following chapters.
With continuing increase of applied potential, other reactions than Cu oxidation I
reduction may occur and contribute to the increasing current. These reactions produce Hz

36
and O2 bubbles, which occur at or reach the anode surface and produce a rough surface.

A whole range of i

~

E curve,polarizationcurve and surfacecharacteristicsafter anodic

dissolution are shown in Fig. 2-17 and will be further studied in next chapter.
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Figure 2-17 Polarization curve and surface topography after
anodic dissolution at different potential range.
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Chapter 3
Copper Anodic Behavior and Polarization Curves in Various
Aqueous Electrolyte Solutions

It was discussed in last chapter that electropolishing can be achieved only in the
range of the limiting current plateau of a current-potential (polarization) curve. Therefore,
a practical search for electropolishing electrolytes and favorable experimental conditions
is best started with a determination of current-potential curves under controlled mass
transport conditions, e.g., by using a rotating disk [I]. This chapter will discuss and
present the anodic behavior and polarization curves of copper rotating disks in various
aqueous electrolyte solutions.

3.1 Anodic Behavior and Polarization Curve of Copper in General
When a voltage is applied to an electrochemical system (anode-electrolyte
solution-cathode-power supply / control), the following processes may occur [2]:
(1) Charge transfer between the electrode and an ion or molecule across the

double layer in the electrolyte solution next to the electrode surface;
(2) Mass transport, in the forms of convection, migration, and diffision of
limiting species between the cathode and anode across anodic layers and the bulk
solution;
(3) Chemical reactions, e.g. 2& (aq)

+ 2e'

+ Hz (g), at the electrode-solution

interfaces; and
(4) Crystallization, which involves incorporation into or removal of atoms from
crystal lattice.

Figure 3-1 Copper anodic polarization cuwe obtained from solution
10 % &PO4 + 30% HEDP + 60 % H20, with electrode area of 1 em2
and rotating speed of 100 rpm, at room temperature.

In AB region, the anode potential is relatively low. So the electrochemical process
is kinetics dominated. The current is linearly proportional to electrode potential. i

-E

relation obeys Butler-Volmer equation (Eq.2-11) and may be approximated to [3]

with
where q = E - E0 is the over potential, E is applied potential on anode, E0 and i, are
equilibrium potential and equilibrium current (i.e., when the cathodic current and anodic
current have equal amplitude and therefore the net current is zero),

% is termed the

polarization resistance, R is the gas constant, T is temperature, F is Faraday constant, and

n is the number of valence electrons.

In this region, the reactions

2H? (aq) + 2e'
may occur at the cathode and
Cu + 2 0 E

+ Hz (g); EO 0.00 V
=

+ CuO (c) + Hz0 + 2e'; EO= 0.29 V
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at the anode [4]. Due to the low redox potential (OV), reaction 3-3 occurred and so
hydrogen bubbles were observed on the copper cathode (counter electrode) in all the
experiments in this study. Black CuO films were also observed in this region for certain
solutions [S].
In BC region of the polarization curve, current

- potential deviates fiom linear

relationship. As the potential continues to increase, the increase of the current slows
down until it reaches a maximum and then decreases to a minimum point, and finally
increases to the limiting current plateau. This is a transition fiom kinetics (of charge
transfer / chemical reaction) domain to mass transport domain. When a black solid film
formed in AB region, the film was observed to break down and strip off in this (BC)
region. For most phosphoric acid containing solutions, a current - potential oscillation
was observed, as shown in Fig.3-1. The oscillations are very likely related to the
formation and breakdown of the black anode film. Experiments indicate that the
oscillations depend on potential and the amount of phosphoric acid and water [S]. More
details of the oscillation phenomena in copper

- phosphoric acid system have been

discussed in literature [6-81.
CD region is the limiting current plateau. In this region, the potential is so high
that cuU ions produced on copper anode per second are more than mass transport
processes can remove fiom the anode surfkce into the bulk solution. Thus the Cuu
concentration at the anode surface is higher than that in the bulk solution, as illustrated in
fig. 2-16. In other words, a concentration gradient of CU++ is developed in the anode
boundary layer (Nernst layer). The current in this case, termed limiting current, depends
on the diffision of Cu++ions fiom anode surface to bulk solution across anodic layers [9,
101:
iLoc0.62nFAD213 'v 116 o112(CO-C*)l6
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, C0 and C* are the Cu++ concentrations in bulk
solution and at the electrode, o = 2 R rps (s", rps represents revolution per second) is the
angular velocity of rotating disk, v is kinematic velocity, A is the area of anode surface,

Rotating Speed (RPM)

Rotating Speed 0
Figure 3-2 Influence of rotating speed on limiting current i~ (a)
and the potential range ELof limiting current plateau (b). Solution:
54% &Po4 + 1.2M CUO+ 46% HtO.

and 6 is the thickness of the diffision layer. It should be point out that acceptors (such as
water molecules) instead of Cuf+are the mass transport limiting species in some cases
(See Chapter 4).

Equation 3-5 describes the influences of concentration gradient and diffision
coefficient of CU*,

viscosity of solution, and disk rotating speed on limiting current.

Higher diffision coefficient, concentration gradient, disk rotating speed, lower viscosity,
and thinner diffision layers facilitate the diffision and therefore higher limiting current
can be expected. Fig. 3-2 shows the influence of disk rotating speed (RPM) on i L and EL.
Increasing rotating speed results in higher limiting current and narrower range of limiting
current plateau (EL.).
Increasing limiting current by increasing the disk rotating speed is due to the
decreasing thickness of the boundary layer. When disk rotating speed is so high that the
anodic layers vanish, the limiting current plateau will no longer exist. As shown in Fig.33, decent limiting current plateaus were obtained fiom phosphoric acid solution at disk
rotating speed lower than 200 rpm.
As the disk rotating speed increases, the limiting current plateaus shift to higher
potentials and tilt away fiom horizontal orientation. This indicates that the diffision
layers are critical for holding the process in mass transport controlled regime.

If a potential difference exists in the anodic layers (for example, when a salt film
is formed on the anode surface), ion migration is also one of the mass transport controlled
processes [1 11.
As stated in last chapter, electrochemical polishing can be achieved under mass
transport condition in the potential range of limiting current plateau. Higher limiting
current ( i ~ produces
)
higher dissolution rate &), as expressed in Eq. 2-28. Larger range

(EL)of limiting current plateau gives wider operation window for electrochemical
polishing process. Therefore, a decent limiting current plateau (level and large EL) is
important for electrochemical polishing.

In DE range of the polarization curve, current increases again almost linearly with
increasing potential. This is most likely due to the occurrence of reactions such as [12]
40IF - 4e'+

0 2

+ 2H20
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Figure 3-3 Copper anodic polarization curves obtained from solution:
37% ~P04 + 63% H2O, with rotating speed 200, 800, and 1200 rpm.

Figure 3-4 Gas bubble formed on anode surface terminates
electrochemical dissolution process and produces rough surface.

46
in addition to faster copper dissolution (on anode) and deposition (on cathode) reactions
(Eqs. 2-26 and 2-27). All the reactions contribute to charge transfer and therefore the
increasing current. OK ions tend to move to anode. Reaction 3-6 occurs on anode surface
and produce 02. When more and more oxygen is produced, bubbles may form on the
anode surface.

These gas (oxygen or hydrogen) bubbles may block Cu++ ion transport and
therefore terminate the electrochemical dissolution process on the area inside the bubbles,
as illustrated in Fig.3-4. However, the residual solution on the surface area inside the
bubbles may react with Cu atom and result in chemical etching. Depending on the
chemical property of the electrolyte solution and the value of current density at which the
electrochemical dissolution is occurring, the etching speed can be higher than the rate of
electrochemical dissolution. In this case, pits will be produced on the anode surface, as

om

200

0

Figure 3-5 AFM topography image of the copper rotating disk after 20
seconds of electropolishing at 2V in 70 % phosphoric acid + 2.0 M CuO.

Electrode Distance (mm)

Electrode Distance (mm)
Figure 3-6 Influence of inter electrode distance on limiting current i~ (a)
and the potential range ELof limiting current plateau (b). Solution:
54% &Po4 + 1.2M CUO+ 46% HzO.

shown in Fig. 3-5. In contrast, if etching does not occur inside the bubbles, or if its speed
is slower than that of electrochemical dissolution process, the area inside the bubbles will
remain and appears as protruding particles after the electrochemical dissolution process.

In either case, a rough surfirce is produced.
Overall, the values of iLand ELof the limiting current plateau and the shape of a
polarization curve depends on electrolyte solution, anode material, disk rotating speed,
solution circulation, temperature, and the distance between anode and cathode. Fig. 3-6
shows the influence of the distance between anode and cathode on iL and EL. The
influence is very small over the range of inter electrode distance studied here.
Of all the factors, electrolyte is the most important one determining the
polarization curve. Therefore, this work investigated several electrolytes and the
influences of their concentrations on polarization curve.

3.2 Measurement of Polarization Curves - Experiment Details
The experimental system used for the measurement of copper anodic polarization
curves is illustrated in Fig. 3-7. The measurements were performed using 273A Princeton
Applied Potentiostat under computer control with Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV). A
customized rotating-disk electrode with copper disks was used. The copper disks were
11.3 mm in diameter (1 cm2), with a thickness of 1.5 mm. The counter electrode
consisted of a copper plate 12 mm thick and 43 mm in diameter. A reference electrode
(Ag/AgCl in 3M KC1) was also used. A teflon cylinder, with acid resistant filter at the
bottom, was used to prevent hydrogen bubbles (formed on the counter electrode) from
reaching the copper disk (working electrode) surface.
The scan range of potential was 0 V

- 4 V, and the scan rate was 5 mVIsec. The

disk rotating speed was 100 rpm. The distance between working and counter electrodes
was about 15 mm.All experiments were carried out in a 200 mL glass container at room
temperature. 100 mL electrolyte solution was used for each experiment.
As stated in last chapter, the electrochemical properties are very sensitive to the
state of anode surfkce. Thus in this study, all the copper disk samples were hand polished
with 1 pm sand paper and cleaned with acetone before the LSV experiments. Limiting

Computer

I
273A Computer-controlled
Potentiostat / Galvanostat

I
Electromet

Working
electrode
(Rotating
disk)
1

r

Reference
electrode

I
\J'

--.---.-- -Filter
.I

4.

Teflon
cylinder

Figure 3-7 A schematic of the system used for the measurement of
polarization curves.

current ( i ~ )and plateau range (EL) were obtained Erom the polarization curves. The
electrolyte solutions studied were listed in Table 3-1. All the concentration data reported
are in terms of percentage by volume for liquid ingredients and moleniter for solid
ingredients. "Phosphoric acid" in this study means commercial o-phosphoric acid (85%
H304).
To validate that the process in limiting current plateau is mass transport control,
Steady-State Experiments were performed. That is, conduct LSV at different rotating

-

speed and plot l / i ~ l / d n curve.
Table 3-1
Solution
No.

-

Electrolytes Used for i E curve Measurements
Chemical 1

Concentration
(% Volume)

1

Phosphoric acid
(85% H304)

13 100

2

Phosphoric acid
(85% H304)

6.25 56.25

3

Phosphoric acid
(85% H904)

4

Hydroxyethyliden
ediphosphonic
acid (IEDP)

Chemical 2

Concentration
(Mole / L)

Copper oxide
(CuO)

0-2

Ethylene glycol
(w-602)

6.25 56.25
(% V O ~ )

10 90

Sodium
tripolyphosphate
(NasPsOro)

0.1 0.5

0 - 100

Phosphoric acid
(85% H304)

(% vol)

Sodium chloride
(NaCl) / Sodium
Nitrate (NaN03)

1-5
/
1-4

-

-

-

0

- 100

-

-

0-30

5

Ethylene glycol
(cfi02)

6

Sulphuric acid
(95.7% H2so4)

1 20

Sodium Nitrate
wa03)

0 -2.5

7

Sulphuric acid
(95.7% &so4)

1-20

Potassium Nitrate

0 2.5

-

-

3.3 Results and Discussion
Due to the significance of limiting current plateau to electropolishing as stated
above, the purpose of measuring polarization curve of an electrolyte solution is to find
out if there is a limiting current plateau and the values of the limiting current ( i ~ and
) the
potential range (EL) of the plateau if there is one. Therefore, this section presents only i~
and EL data fiom measure polarization curves while polarization curves themselves are
not presented.
3.3.1 Phosphoric acid - copper oxide solutions

There are several articles about copper electropolishing with phosphoric acid
solution [6, 13-17]. Dianatkhah [18] studied the Passivation behavior of copper thin films
in phosphoric acid - copper oxide (CuO) solutions. However, systematic research on the
correlation of limiting current, concentrations of phosphoric acid and additives, such as
CuO, has not been reported yet.

Table 3-2

&PO&uO

Chemical 1

-

Solutions Used for i E Curve ~easuiements

Concentration
(% Volume)

Chemical 2

Concentration
(Mole 1 L)

Phosphoric acid
(85% H404)

13, 24,37,
54,70, 100

Copper oxide
(CuO)

0

Phosphoric acid
(85% H3pO4)

24,37, 54,
70,100

Copper oxide
(GO)

0.5

Hydroxyethyliden 37,54,70,
ediphosphonic
100
acid (HEDP)

Copper oxide
(cue)

1.2

Phosphoric acid
(85%

Copper oxide
(CuO)

2.0

54,70, 100

0

30

60

90

120

Phosphoric Acid Concentration ( ~ 0 1 % )

CuO Concentration (M)
Figure 5 8 Limiting current versus concentrations of phosphoric acid with certain
CuO concentrations (a) and limiting current versus concentrations of CuO with
certain phosphoric acid concentrations (b).

Phosphoric Acid Concentration (~01%)

In this study, CuO powder was added in phosphoric acid solutions. The solutions
exhibit nice blue color when the black CuO powder is well dissolved. The solubility of
CuO in a phosphoric acid solution is directly proportional to the concentration of

phosphoric acid. Phosphoric acid - copper oxide solutions in the concentration range of
solubility were investigated. The solutions studied are listed in Table 3-2.
Polarization curves with decent limiting currents plateau were obtained fiom all
the solutions (in Table 3-2). The values of the limiting current (iL) and the potential
range (EL) of the plateaus were obtained from the measured polarization curves and
plotted in Figs. 3-8 and 3-9.
From Fig.3-8, we can see that: (1) limiting current decreases with the increase of
H3P04 concentration in all the solutions with or without CuO; (2) limiting current is
decreased by adding CuO in H3P04 + HZOsolutions and the higher CuO concentration
the lower limiting current; (3) the influence of CuO becomes smaller for solutions with
higher H3P04 concentration.
The influence of H3P04 concentration on limiting current is very likely due to the
change of the thickness of the boundary layer. Higher H3P04concentration results in
higher viscosity and thus thick boundary layer and lower limiting current. The effect of
CuO may be caused by increasing the concentration of copper in the bulk electrolyte,
thereby reducing the concentration gradient across the Nernst layer. Consequently
decreases the d i m i o n rate of CU++.
Fig.3-9 indicates that: (1) for phosphoric acid solutions without CuO or with low
of CuO, the limiting current plateau becomes narrower and shifts to
concentration (0.5M)
higher potential as

concentration decreases; solutions of 37%

- 1 0 W phosphoric

acid have the range of limiting current plateau larger than 0.6V; (2) higher CuO
concentration (>1.2M)
has little influence on limiting current plateau except 100%
phosphoric acid solution; in which case, the range of limiting current plateau < 0.35V.
3.3.2 Phosphoric acid - ethylene glycol solutions

Ethylene glycol (CH20HCH20H) is a clear, colorless, odorless, viscous liquid
with a sweet taste, and can produce dramatic toxicity. It is an organic solvent and found
most commonly in antifreeze, automotive cooling systems, and hydraulic brake fluids

1191. It was reported [13] that ethylene glycol (EG) could improve copper polishing in

phosphoric acid solution. Yet, it is not clear how EG affects the polishing and what is its
optimal concentration for copper electropolishing.
In this work, polarization curves of phosphoric acid - ethylene glycol solutions

with EG concentration ranging over 6.25

- 56.25% were measured. The concentrations

of EG and phosphoric acid of the solutions are listed in Table 3-3.

-

Table 3-3 fiPO4-EG Solutions Used for i E Curve Measurements
Phosphoric acid
(85% &PO4)
(% vol)

EG

Water

(% vol)

(5% vol)

1

25, 50, 75, 100.

75, 50,25, 0.

0

2

18.75,37.5, 56.25.

56.25,37.5, 18.75.

25

3

12.5,25.0, 37.5.

37.5,25.0, 12.5.

50

Solution
Set

The values of the limiting current ( i ~and
) the potential range (EL)of the plateaus
obtained from the measured polarization curves are plotted in Figs. 3- 10 and 3- 11. In Fig.
3-10, curves 1, 2, and 3 represents respectively the solution sets 1, 2, and 3 in Table 3-3.

Fig. 3-10 indicates that adding EG into phosphoric acid solutions decreases
limiting current. More EG added the lower limiting current. This is true for both
undiluted and diluted (with water) phosphoric acid solutions. Diluting phosphoric acid EG solutions with water (25%, curve 2 in Fig. 3-10) increases limiting current. Further
diluting phosphoric acid - EG solutions with water (SO%, curve 3 in Fig. 3-10) decreases
limiting current. Limiting current plateau disappears at solution "12.5% phosphoric acid

+ 37.5% EG + 50% water".
Fig. 3-1 1 indicates that limiting current plateaus slightly shift to higher potential
with increasing EG concentration or decreasing phosphoric acid concentration.

EG Concentration (% vol)
Figure 3-10 Limiting current versus EG concentration in phosphoric
acid - EG solutions: (1) undiluted pbosphoric acid + EG; (2) 25% water;
and (3) 50% water diluted pbospboric acid - EG.
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Figure 3-11 Potential of limiting current plateau versus EG concentration:
(a) without water, (b) with 25% water, and (c) with 50% water dilution.

3.3.3 Phosphoric acid - sodium tripolyphosphate solutions

Sodium tripolyphosphate (Na5P3010) is used mainly as a water softening agent
because of its excellent heavy metal sequestration properties [20].Its molecular structure
is shown in Fig. 3-12 [21]. Sodium tripolyphosphate was mentioned as copper
electropolishing agent with phosphoric acid in Fang and Wu's work [22],but no detailed
information is available.

-

Hereupon, polarization curves were measured fiom lo0! 90% phosphoric acid
solutions with respectively 0.1,0.25,and 0.50M sodium tripolyphosphate as additive
(See Table 3-4). Data of limiting current and the potential range of limiting current
plateaus were extracted fiom the measured polarization curves and plotted in Figs. 3-

13-15.

Figure 3-12 Molecular structure of NasP3010.

-

Table 3-4 &Pod- Na#3Ol0 Solutions Used for i E
Curve Measurements
Solution
Set
1
2
3
4

Phosphoric acid
(85% &Pod)
(% vol)

- 100
- 90

13
10
10
10

- 90
- 90

Sodium
tripolyphosphate
(MI
0
0.10
0.25
0.50

-

-

-

-+phosphoric acid = 30%
+phosphoric acid = 50%
+phosphoric acid = 70%
+phosphoric acid = 90%

I

I

I

I

I

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Sodium Tripolyphosphate (M)

Figure 3-13 Limiting current versus concentration of phosphoric
acid (a) and versus concentration of sodium tripolyphosphate (b).
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I

I

1

I
I

I
I
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Figure 3-14 Potential of limiting current plateau versus Sodium
tripolyphosphate concentration with: (a) 70% phosphoric acid,
(b) 90% phosphoric acid.

Phosphoric Acid Concentration (vol./o)

Phosphoric Acid (!!)

Figure 3- 15 Potential of limiting current plateau versus phosphoric acid
concentration with (a) no sodium tripolyphosphate and (b) 0.25 M
sodium tripolyphosphate

The experimental data indicate that limiting current decreases with the increase of
phosphoric acid concentration in solutions with or without sodium tripolyphosphate (See
Fig. 3-13a). Adding sodium tripolyphosphate into phosphoric acid solution decreases
limiting current, and more sodium tripolyphosphate was added the lower limiting current
was measured (See Fig. 3-13b). This is similar to the effect of CuO on the limiting
current in phosphoric acid solutions. A limiting current plateau was not shown in the
measured polarization curves of solutions 10% phosphoric acid with 0.1M and 0.25M
sodium tripolyphosphate. Nevertheless, a limiting current was observed in 10%
phosphoric acid with 0.5M sodium tripolyphosphate. This suggests that limiting current
depends on the concentration of pod3*in the solution.
Figs. 3- 14 and 3-15 indicates that sodium tripolyphosphate does not have obvious
impact on the potential ranges of limiting current plateaus.
3.3.4 Hydroxyethylidenediphosphonic acid - phosphoric acid solutions

Hydroxyethylidenediphosphonic acid (HEDP: C;Hs07Pz, 1-Hydroxyethylidene-1,
1-Diphosphonic) is clear, colorless to pale yellow, and odorless liquid [23]. Its molecular
structure is shown in Fig. 3-15 [24]. HEDP is a good metal (such as iron, copper, and
zinc) complexing agent and widely used for water treatment, boiler and water pipe
cleaning [25, 261. Fang and Wu [22, 271 reported that HEDP is both an excellent
electropolishing sequestering agent for copper and an electroplating complexing agent for
various metals. They investigated the composition of the viscous liquid film formed on
electropolished copper surface with XPS and AES. However, no systematic study of
polarization curves or of electropolishing performance in HEDP has been reported.
In this work, polarization curves of HEDP solutions and HEDP - phosphoric acid

solutions were measured. The chemical ingredients of solutions are listed in Table 3-5.

Figure 3-16 Molecular structure of HEDP

-

Table 3-5 &Pod-EG Solutions Used for i E Curve Measurements
Solution
Set

HEDP
(60% Cza07P2)
(% vol)

Phosphoric acid
(85% m 0 4 )
("Avol)

Water

('?Avol)

Data of limiting current ( i ~ )and the potential range (EL) of limiting current
plateaus were extracted fiom the measured polarization curves.
The effect of HEDP on the limiting current is shown in Fig. 3-17a. In the case
without phosphoric acid, limiting current increases with the increase of HEDP
concentration (when < 20 %) and reaches a maximum at 20 %

- 40 % HEDP. The

limiting current then slowly decreases with an increase of HEDP concentration in the

-

range of 40 % 100 %.
When phosphoric acid was added to HEDP solution, the limiting current largely
increased at lower HEDP concentration (< 30 %). The limiting current decreased with an
increase of HEDP concentration in the whole range though the trend was slower at higher

HEDP concentrations (>40%!).
The effect of phosphoric acid on limiting current is demonstrated in Fig. 3-1%.
At lower HEDP concentration (I 30 %), the limiting current increases with an increase of
phosphoric acid and then reverses this trend as phosphoric acid concentration continues
to increase (230%). At higher HEDP concentration (2 50 %), limiting current simply
decreases with the increase of phosphoric acid.
As shown in Fig. 3-18, the limiting current plateaus have a wide range (EL) when
HEDP concentration is higher than 40%. This is true both for HEDP and HEDP -

phosphoric acid solutions. The limiting current plateau becomes narrower and shifts to
higher value as the HEDP concentration decreases.

+0% phosphoric acid
I.

phosphoric acid
30% phosphoric acid

-+- 10%

7

-m-

0

I
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I

I
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+lO%HEDP
- +30%HEDP
- -o- 50% HEDP
+70% HEDP
-

-

83P04 Concentration (?hV)

Figure 3-17 Limiting current versus HEDP concentration with different
phosphoric acid concentration (a) and Limiting current versus phosphoric
acid concentration with different HEDP concentration (b).
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Figure 3-18 Potential of limiting current plateau versus HEDP
concentration: (a) without phosphoric acid, (b) with 10%
phosphoric acid and (c) with 30% phosphoric acid.

3.3.5 Sodium chloride 1 sodium nitrate - ethylene glycol solutions

Sodium chloride ( 2 4 and sodium nitrate (2-4M) solutions with ethylene
glycol (1-3M or 5-15% vol) as additive were reported having electrochemical
planarization effect on copper film plated on silicon wafers and patented by IBM in 1996
[28]. To compare the electrochemical planarization effect of the above solutions with this

patented electrolyte solution, this work studied 1-5M sodium chloride solutions with
0-50s ethylene glycol as additive, 2-4M sodium nitrate solutions with 10°! ethylene

glycol, and 1-3M sodium chloride

+

1-3M sodium nitrate solutions with 10-20%

ethylene glycol as additive.
The limiting current and plateau potential data of sodium chloride - ethylene
glycol solutions extracted fiom measured polarization curves are plotted in Fig. 3-19 and
3-20. It is shown that limiting current increases with increasing sodium chloride

concentration. In contrast, adding ethylene glycol into sodium chloride solutions
decreases limiting current. In other words, adding ethylene glycol increases the resistance
of the solution. This agrees to the results in [28]. Ethylene glycol also affects the
solubility of sodium chloride in the solutions. When more ethylene glycol was added, less

sodium chloride dissolved in the solution. When 50% EG was added in solution, 3M
NaCl is a little beyond the solubility.
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Figure 3-19 Limiting current versus NaCl concentration with different
ethylene glycol concentrations.

Sodium chloride - ethylene glycol solutions have wide range of limiting current
plateau. As shown in Fig. 3-20, all solutions have a limiting current plateau fiom 2V or
lower up to maximum voltage of the scanning range, 4V. Varying the concentrations of
NaCl and EG did not apparently influence the potential range of the limiting current
plateaus.
A decent limiting current plateau was not shown in the measured polarization

curves of 2-4M sodium nitrate + 10% ethylene glycol solutions, nor in the polarization
c w e s of 1-3M sodium chloride + 1-3M sodium nitrate solutions + 10-20% ethylene
glycol.

0.5
0

1

2

3

4

5

NaCl Concentration 0

EG Concentration (*!)
Figure 3-20 Potential of limiting current plateau versus NaCl
concentration (a) and versus EG concentration (b).

3.3.6 Sulphuric acid - sodium nitrate solutions

Sulphuric acid is a popular electrolyte. Sulphuric acid solution with 2M sodium
nitrate as additive was used to study copper anodic leveling under secondary and tertiary
current conditions [29]. To fbrther explore the electrochemical behavior and ECP effect
of Cu with sulphuric acid - sodium nitrate solutions, polarization curves of 1

-

- 20%

Sulphuric acid (HzS04) solutions with 0 2.5M sodium nitrate ( N a N 0 3 ) were measured.
The limiting current and plateau potential data were plotted in Figs. 3-21 and 3-22.

NaN03 Concentration (M)
Figure 3-21 Limiting current versus sodium nitrate concentration with
different sulphuric acid concentrations.

From Fig. 3-21 we can see that limiting current decreases with increasing
concentration of sulphuric acid. The influence of sodium nitrate is not significant.
However, increasing sodium nitrate concentration narrows the potential range of limiting
current plateau and shifts them to higher values (See Fig. 3-22b). On the contrary,

increasing the concentration of sulphuric acid widens the potential range of limiting
current plateau (See Fig. 3-22a).

mS04 Concentration (~9%)

NaN03 Concentration
Figure 3-22 Potential of limiting current plateau versus (a) sulphuric
acid concentration and (b) sodium nitrate concentration.

There was no limiting current plateau observed on the measured i-V curves for
10% sulphuric acid solutions with sodium nitrate concentration larger than 1.5M and for

-

1 5% sulphuric acid solutions with sodium nitrate concentration larger than 0.5M.
3.3.7 Sulphuric acid - potassium nitrate solutions

Potassium (-3)

nitrate has similar chemical properties as sodium nitrate. High

rate anodic dissolution of copper with 2M KN03 solutions was reported by Landolt and
his coworkers [30]. To &her explore its effects to copper anodic polarization behavior

-

and ECP effect in sulphuric acid solutions, polarization curves of 1 20% sulphuric acid
(H2S04) solutions with 0

- 2M potassium nitrate were measured. The limiting current

and plateau potential data are plotted in Figs. 3-23 and 3-24.
It is shown that limiting current increases with increasing KN03 concentration in
solutions with lower sulphuric acid concentration (5%). At higher sulphuric acid
concentration (2 lo%), KN03 concentration seems not affect the limiting current much.
Similar to sulphuric acid - sodium nitrate system, sulphuric acid influences limiting
current inversely.
Increasing KN03 concentration shifts the limiting current plateau to higher value.
However, this trend reverses at 2M for 10% sulphuric acid solutions. While KN03
concentration equal to or higher than 2.5M, limiting current plateau disappears in 5% and
10% sulphuric acid solutions. In 1% and 20% sulphuric acid solutions, current plateau

disappears with IWO3 concentration equal to or higher than 0.5 and 1.5M respectively.
3.3.8 Limiting current feasible to electrochemical planarization for microelectronic

applications
Copper anodic polarization curves with limiting current plateau were obtained for
most of the electrolyte solutions listed in Table 3-1. The limiting current and plateau
potential data is a guide for designing a practical ECP solution and process. The anode
potential has to be in the potential range of limiting current plateau, EL. It will be
discussed in Chapter 5 that even in this range, different applied potential may result in
different ECP effect.

KN03 Concentration (M)

Figure 3-23 Limiting current versus

concentration.

KNCb Concentration
Figure 3-24 Potential of limiting current plateau versus KN03 concentration.

Table 3-6

Summary of iL and ELdata and the trend of iLaffected
by increasing the electrolytes
i~ (mA) Qpical
EL(V)

Solutions

Effect of
conc. on iL

Phosphoric acid
(85% H;PO4)
13 100 %

-

phosphoric acid - copper oxide
(85% &Po4)
(ho)
24 100 %
0.5 2 M

9-206

phosphoric acid - ethylene glycol
(85% &Pod)
(C&&jO2)
13 -75%
13 75 %

10 77

phosphoric acid - sodium tripolyphosphate
(85% H304)
(NaP3010)
10-90%
0.1 0.5M

16 190 0.6 1.6

-

-

-

-

-

H3p0.1'1
CUO4

0.8-1.7

1.1

- 1.8
cd3602

-

?
‘1

-

H3P04 4
~a33010.1

-

cfio7p2 4
'1
85%

HEDP
(60% CzHs07P2)
2.5 100 %

-

HEDP
(60% CfiO7P2)
0-90%

-

hosphoric acid
(85% H3Po4)
10-30%

-

8 217

0.5 1.4

ethylene glycol - sodium chloride
(c2&02)
(Nacl)
10-50%
1-4M

20-131 2-4

sulphuric acid - sodium nitrate
(NaNa)
mzs04)
1-20%
0.5 2.5M

63-175 2-4

sulphuric acid - potassium nitrate
@2so4)
(KNo3)
1-20%
0.5 2M

69-422 1.6-3

-

-

Note:

".1" indicates that

CZ)I602

4

NaCl ?

4
H2sO4 '1

i~ decreases with increasing the electrolyte concentration and

u
p indicates that i~ increases with increasing the electrolyte concentration.

From Eq. 2-28, we know that higher limiting current results in higher dissolution
rate and therefore higher productivity of electropolishing. However, to realize
electropolishing effect, it has to be under mass transport control condition. For a fresh
copper surface to form anodic layer(s), which control(s) mass transport, usually a
transient time about 50

-

100 seconds is required (Refer to Chapter 5). For

electropolishing of patterned copper films electroplated on silicon wafers, the thickness
of extra film to be removed is about lpm or so. If the current is too high, the extra copper
film will be totally dissolved before the anodic layer@) is formed. Thus polishing effect
will not be reached. That is, a rough surface of the copper interconnects in trenches and
vias will be produced. According to Eq.2-28, we can calculate the proper current for this
case and it should be no more that 15 m k Even if the film thickness is increased to 2 ~ u n ,
the limiting current needs to be lower than 30 mA.
A summary of the iL and EL data obtained fiom studied solutions and the
influence of the electrolytes on iL are listed in Table 3-6.

3.4 Validation of Mass Transport Control
ECP can be achieved only in condition of mass transport control. However, the
presence of a current plateau with an anodic film on the surface is not a sufficient
criterion for mass transport control [I]. Validation of mass transport control can be
performed by steady-state experiments with rotating disk. It is known [31] that under
pure mass transport control, limiting current obeys Levich equation (Eq.2-25).
According to Eq.2-25, Levich-Koutecky plot ( l l i ~vs 1/c0'~)is a straight line as
long as the process is mass transport controlled. Fig. 2-25 is the Levich-Koutecky plots of
steady-state data obtained fiom phosphoric acid solution and HEDP solution. Both of the
plots fall on a straight line. This indicates that they are mass transport controlled in the
potential range of limiting current plateaus.
In addition, the plot obtained fiom phosphoric acid solution (54% phosphoric acid

+ 1.2M CuO) passes through origin. The plot obtained fiom HEDP solution (80% HEDP)
has a nonzero intercept with l/iL axis, which indicates the existence of additional series
resistance to mass transport [31]. Similar results were obtained in Cu - H2S04
and Si - HF systems where anodic salt films existed [3 1,321.

+ BTA

80% HEDP

-

I

I

I

I

Figure 3-25 Levich-Koutecb plot of solutions: (a) 54% phosphoric acid +
1.2M CuO, @) 80% HEDP.
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Chapter 4
Study of Copper Anodic Layers and Mass Transport
Mechanisms with Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
As stated earlier, electropolishing occurred in the potential range of limiting
current plateau and the process is mass transport controlled. In such conditions, the speed
of anodic dissolution reaction is higher than that of mass transport process. As a result, a
layer with concentration gradient of the anodic reaction product is developed between the
anode surface and bulk solution. In some electrochemical system, such as Fe - FeC12 [I],
Ni - HCl [2], and Cu - HCl [3], a salt film can form on the anode surface due to the
precipitation of the dissolved metal ions when its concentration exceeds a solubility limit.
Under mass transport controlled condition, continuing anodic dissolution
proceeds through either the dissolved metal ions diffising 1 migrating through the anodic
layer(s) into bulk solution, or acceptor species (anions or water) in solution passing the
anodic layer(s) to form a complex with the dissolved metal ions adsorbed on the anode
surface [4-91.
Although electrochemical polishing (ECP), applied to bulk metal materials so far,
can be achieved through either of the above mechanisms, results of this research suggest
that the effect of electropolishing is strongly dependent on the ECP mechanism and
anode surface profile. An anodic salt film could be crucial to ECP effect in certain
conditions, for example, the electrochemical planarization of patterned copper film
electroplated on silicon wafer [lo]. Additionally, anodic salt film was found to be
responsible for controlling the rate of corrosion pit growth and crack growth in stress
corrosion [I, 111. Therefore, measuring anodic films and identieing the existence of salt
film have significant importance to electrochemical polishing and corrosion study.
However, probing such anodic layers is very challenging since it may break down
when the potential is switched off and the anode is taken out of the electrolyte. Several

techniques have been tried to study the anode layers, such as linear sweep voltammetry
[12, 131, ellipsometry [14], holographic interferometry [15], XPS [16], and AC
impedance spectroscopy. Among them, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy @IS)
has been proved effective for the study of anodic layers [I, 9, 10, 17, 181.

4.1 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
4.1.1 Definition and applications of EIS

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy @IS) is a method in which a small ac
signal is applied to an electrode and the resulting current is measured. The measuring
instrument processes the current - time and voltage - time measurements to provide the
impedance at different frequencies, i.e., the impedance spectrum [19]. The electrode
studied can be a corroding metal, for corrosion study, or an anode electrode in an
electrochemical cell, for characterizing the anodic layers and electrochemical processes.
Impedance is the term used to describe the ac equivalent of dc resistance. With dc
methods, such as LSV used in last chapter, the total resistance of the system (polarization
resistance &) can be obtained. When an ac signal is applied, an electrochemical cell or
even a simple corrosion system behaves more complicated. One has to consider
polarization resistance &, solution resistance R, and double layer capacitance Cdl (See
detailed discussion in section 4.2). EIS can be used to identifl and quantifjr these
components and thus characterize the anodic layers and electrochemical processes.
4.1.2 Principle of EIS

AC (alternating current) signal is voltage or current that cyclically flows in one
direction and then in another. Voltage or current varies continuously with time. Fig. 4-1
shows a dc and a sinusoidal ac signal.

DC signal can be regulated by Ohm's law:
V=IR
4- 1
where V, in volts, is the voltage across a resistor, R, in ohms, and I, in amps, is the
current flow through the resistor.
For AC signal,
V=IZ

Figure 4-1 Voltage - time relationship of a dc (a) and a sinusoidal ac signal (b).
where Z is the impedance of the circuit. Unlike resistance, the impedance of a component
in a circuit is not a constant but varies with the frequency, f, in hertz, of the applied signal.
A sinusoidal ac signal as shown in Fig. 4-lb can be described by
V(t) = Vo sin (at)

4-3

o=27tf

4-4

where angular fkequency
When the above signal is applied to a circuit of resistor parallel with capacitor, as
shown in Fig. 4-2a, the current flowing on it is

The two components of the current can be plotted versus time, as in Fig. 4-3. The first
term is in phase with the applied voltage. The second term is 90" ( d 2 rad) out of phase
against the applied voltage. The magnitude of the two terms is proportional to the
magnitude of the applied voltage Vo and inversely proportional to ZR = R1 and ZC=
l/joC [20], which are the impedance of the resistor R1and the capacitance C respectively.
Here operator j indicates a 90" phase shift between applied voltage and resulting current.
Assuming Vol Rl= b cos (4) and Voo C = Io sin ($), Eq. 4-5 can be written as
I (t) = IO [sin (at) cos (4)

+ cos (at) sin ($)I

= I.0 sin (at + 4)

4-6

This indicates that the resulting current is a sine wave with same angular frequency (a)as
the applied voltage but shifted by an angle - phase angle (4).

Figure 4-2 Equivalent circuits of electrode (a) and electrochemical cell (b).

~~~
V,&cos

(a)
-out of phase

Figure 4-3 Components of current response of circuit in Fig. 4-2a

For a RC parallel circuit as in Fig.4-2% there is

where Z is the total impedance of the circuit. Substituting ZB = Rl and Zc = l/jmC into
the above equation, we get

Multiplying (1 - joC) with the numerator and denominator of Eq. 4-8, we obtain

= Z' + j Z"

4-9

where Z' and Z" are the real and imaginary part of the impedance Z respectively and
where

Thus the impedance modulus

and tangent phase angle [20]

Plots of Z', Z", I Z I ,and 4 versus frequency, i.e., Bode Plots of the parameters are
shown in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5. Plot Z"

- Z', Nyquist plot, is shown in Fig. 4-6. The plots

were obtained with: R1= 1000 Q C = 0.001 F.
From the Nyquist plot, we may obtain Rl and C fiom [9, 19,201
R1 = Zf-

4-15

Figure 4 4 Bode plots of Z' and Z" for the circuit in Fig. 4-2a with
R1= 1000 IR, C = 0.001 F.

Figure 4-5 Bode plots of 0 and I Z I for the circuit in Fig. 4-2. with
R1= 1000 a,C = 0.001 F.

Figure 4-6 Nyquist plot for the circuit in Fig. 4-2a with Rl = 1000 a,
C = 0.001 F.

Figure 4-7 Nyquist plot for the circuit in Fig. 4-2b with RI = 1000 IR,
R2 = 300 fl, C = 0.001 F.

and

where f, is the fiequency corresponding to Z".,
Similarly, for circuit in Fig. 4-2b, there is

where Z' and Z" are

And the Nyquist plot is shown in Figure 4-7. From the Nyquist plot, we may obtain RI,
R2, and C fiom [9, 19, 201:
R2 = Z'-

4-20

Rl + R2 = 2'-

4-2 1

4.1.3 EIS measurement

Impedance measurements use an ac generator / analyzer, e.g., a fiequency
response analyzer (F'RA) or a lock-in amplifier, to provide an ac voltage signal and
analyze current and voltage outputs fiom a potentiostat [21]. Commonly, the generator 1
analyzer and potentiostat are under computer control though they can be operated
manually as well.
Fig. 4-8 shows the cell setup for EIS measurements [21]. Two or three electrodes
can be used for the measurements. In the graph, WE, RE, and CE are working, reference,
and counter electrodes respectively. WE is anode whose impedance is to be measured in
this study. Because the electrode impedance is inversely proportional to the area of the

electrode there are sometimes benefits &om using WE of larger area than is common for
dc measurements.

PI
electrode

Figure 4-8 Circuit of a three-electrode cell (a) and equivalent circuits of
two/three-electrode electrochemical cells (b)

.

RE, if used, can be one of many types, e.g., calomel, silver /silver chloride,

mercury /mercurous sulfate etc. However, better data can be obtained with two-electrode
setup since many high fkequency distortions can be associated with high impedance and
Luggin-reference electrode combination [2 11.

CE is usually made of stable material such as noble metals (e.g., Pt and Au) or
other inert materials (e.g., graphite). The impedance of CE is unimportant in three
electrode measurements, as it does not form part of the measured data. As shown in Fig.
4-8b, only right part (highlighted) of the circuit is used to control the ac signal and
measure the output current. However, it is important that the shape and size of the
electrode is such as to provide a uniform current distribution on WE. This is more
important than for dc measurements because the impedance of the electrode is low and
controlled by its capacitance at high fiequency. This means that at high frequency the

current will take the shortest path between CE and WE, but will be more uniformly
spread out at lower fiequency [21].
To avoid noise, all the connecting wires and leads should be shielded and as short
as possible. Measurements at high frequencies are often affected by distortions due to the
cell andlor cell-instrument interactions, which are usually much worse when a reference
electrode is used [21]. At low frequencies the practical limit is often determined by the
stability of the electrode and the time allowed for the measurements.
To obtain a whole semicircle of the Nyquist plot, i.e., for 2" to approach 0 at high
and low frequencies, the fiequency should be in range of [21]

Double-layer capacitance of 50

- 100 pF is typical for metal surfaces. For metals with

porous conducting surface film, the value can be much higher [21]. So a proper range of

-

fiequency is f = 0.8 8000 Hz for R = 20 R and C= 100.
In addition to fiequency range, number of data points is another parameter need to

be determined for the measurements. More data points may have higher accuracy of data
analysis. But the total time for the data collection increases. In general, 7

- 10 points per

decade is a good compromise between accuracy and time.
The amplitude of the ac voltage, i.e., root mean square (rms = V-),

is the most

important experimental variable. It should be small enough to not affect the
electrochemical process that is being probed. However, if it is too small, the signal to
noise ratio will be small and thus impair the analysis accuracy. Generally, 5

- 10 mV rms

is a good compromise.
Finally, electrode area is an experiment variable that can not be neglected. Notice
that Z' and 2" in Nyquist plot have units of

''a cm2".

So, for three-electrode

measurements, 2' and Z" should be the measured values times the area of WE. For twoelectrode system [2 11:

if the two electrodes have equal area, or

90

z
Z (Oi:m ) =

- AIAz

Z
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measured
Al + Az

if the two electrodes have different area Al and A2.

4.2 Electrode Response to dc and ac Signals
4.2.1. Electrode response to ac signal
Corrosion study indicates that ionization may occur when a metal piece, except
very few noble elements such as platinum, is immersed in water or chemical solutions
even without external potential applied. The ionization and electrostatic interactions
between the ions and electrons result in the formation of double layer, as discussed in
Chapter 2. The double layer consists of an adsorbed fixed layer on the metal surface and
a diffuse mobile layer next to it (Fig. 4-9).
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Figure 4-9 Double layer structure.

When an ac potential is applied to the metal bar (it is anode in this study), the ac
power supply pushes and then pulls electrons in and out of the load, at the supply
frequency. There is no net current flow.
During the positive half-cycle, conventional current flows into the electrode
connected to the ac power supply. That is, the electrons are drawn out. The electrode is
then less negatively charged (more positive) than before. So it attracts the diffise mobile
layer more strongly. The mobile layer moves closer, as shown in Fig. 4-10a. The
conventional current that has flowed into the electrode has charged up the double layer
capacitor.

a

b

Figure 4-10 Charging (a) and discharging (b) the double layer.
During the negative half-cycle, conventional current flows back out of the
electrode. That is, electrons are pushed in. The electrode is now more negatively charged
than before, and so repels the mobile layer more strongly. The mobile layer moves away.
This is discharging the double layer capacitor.
So an alternating potential applied to the electrode makes the diffise mobile layer
oscillate at the ac frequency. And the double layer behaves like a capacitor

(Cdl),

as

illustrated in Fig. 4- 11.
As commonly observed with capacitors, the current waveform leads the voltage
waveform by 90°, as shown in Fig. 4-12 [22]. When the voltage is at its maximum (A),

the double layer is fully charged. The mobile layer is at its closest to the electrode, and no
current flows.

Figure 4-11 Illustration of the diffuse mobile layer oscillation (a) and the
equivalent circuit (b).

-I

C

Figure 4-12 Double layer voltage & current waveforms

When the voltage is passing down through zero (B), the mobile layer is at its mid
position, moving away at maximum speed. Here, the current flow out of the electrode is
fastest.
When the voltage is at its minimum (C), the double layer is fully discharged. The
mobile layer is at its firthest from the electrode, and again no current flows.
When the voltage is passing up through zero (D),the mobile layer is again at its
mid position, moving in at maximum speed. Here, the current flow into the electrode is
fastest.
4.2.2. Electrode response to dc signal

A direct current (dc) power supply pushes the electrons in a steady direction.

Electrons flow out of the supply's negative terminal, and into its positive terminal. The
conventional current flows counter to this.
A steady flow of current into the anode, that is, a steady withdrawal of electrons,

is shown in Fig. 4-13. This makes the electrode positive enough to push away the
adsorbed ions into the solution (adsorption). Meanwhile more Surface atoms ionize to
replace the desorbed ions. The electrons fiom this ionization flow towards the dc power
supply. This is the faradic current in the metal.
The electrode loses mass (dissolves). A stream of desorbed ions passes into the
diffise mobile layer, and eventually out into the solution (See Fig. 4-13). This is the
faradic current in the electrolyte.
During all this, the negative mobile layer stays at a constant distance fiom the
electrode. This distance depends on what dc potential is being applied. The more positive
the electrode, the closer is the mobile layer.
Unlike ac voltage, dc voltage makes a net current flow through the double layer,
fiom one 'plate' to the other. The double layer capacitor 'leaks'. Therefore, with dc the
double layer behaves like a resistor (Rdl).
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Figure 4-13 Current passing through the double layer under dc voltage.

4.2.3. Equivalent circuit of an electrochemical cell with ac + dc signal

In situ study of anodic layers formed in electrochemical polishing process,
requires apply a dc potential and an ac signal (Fig. 4-14a) to the anode. In this case, the
double layer is like a leaky capacitor, represented by a resistor in parallel with a capacitor
(Fig. 4-14b). The ac component makes the diffuse mobile layer oscillate. The dc
component (dc 'bias') causes faradic current flow and chemical reaction. It also controls
the mid position of the oscillating mobile layer.

Very low fiequency ac signal is the same as slowly changing dc signal. The
impedance of capacitor Cdlis high. So most current flows through & and %. And dc
behavior rules.
With high frequency ac signal the impedance of Cd is low. So & is bypassed and
most current flows through Cd and R, Thus ac behavior rules.
Taking into account the resistance of electrolyte solution, %, the equivalent
circuit is

in series with the parallel & / Cdl circuit (Fig. 4-14c). So Fig. 4-14c is valid

when the applied anode potential is lower than the potential of limiting current plateau.
Here the mass transport condition, under which a diffusion layer exists, is not reached.

\

R,

Time

Figure 4-14 ac + dc signal and equivalent circuit of the double layer.

4.2.4. Equivalent circuit of an electrode cell under mass transport control

In an electrochemical cell with a rotating disk electrode (RDE) and/or circulated
aqueous solution, the primary mechanisms for mass transport of ions between anode and
cathode are ion migration, convection and diffusion processes driven by an electrical
field, pressure, and concentration gradient respectively [23].
According to hydrodynamics, a boundary layer exists due to the friction between
a fluid and a solid surface (See Fig.3). The thickness of this boundary layer can be
determined fkom [24]

Figure 4-15 Schematic of boundary layer (6) and diffusion
layer (6,) on a sample surface under forced convection of solution.

where Rex =

is the Reynolds number (in range of 10'
P

plate), p is the density (kg/m3) of the solution,

IL

- 3 xlo6 for flow over flat

is the fluid velocity ( d s ) in bulk

solution outside the boundary layer, x is the characteristic length in the flow direction,
and p is the viscosity (kg/s-m). Under our experimental conditions, 6 was estimated to be
about 30

-

160 pm. Outside the boundary layer, mass transport is dominated by

convection. Inside the boundary layer, convection is weak and mass transport is
dominated by diffision and migration (if a potential difference exists). The ratio of
migration to diffision depends on electrochemical reaction and the conductance of ions
in the solution [25].
In an electrochemical system, if charge transfer and chemical reaction processes
are slower than diffision and migration, there will be zero concentration gradient in the
boundary layer. However, if a potential is applied to the anode within the range of the
limiting current plateau, then mass transport may become the controlling process and a
concentration gradient can develop in the boundary layer (See Fig. 4-15). The thickness
of the diffisionlmigration layer, in case of RDE and considering diffision only, is [26]

where D is the diffision coefficient (cm2/s), v = p/p is kinematic viscosity (cm2/s), and o
is angular frequency of rotation (s-I). The concentration gradient profile produced is
illustrated in Fig. 4-16a.
Further, if a salt film is formed on the anode surface, the film and a diffision layer
next to it may work together as a diffusion / migration barrier, which will limit the
diffision 1 migration of the dissolved metal cations

0fiom the anode surface to the

bulk solution. As a result, more complicated concentration gradient profiles may develop
in the layers, as shown in Fig. 4-16b. The concentration gradient profiles depend on ion
migration and diffision resistances in the layers.
In some electrochemical system, e-g., copper - phosphoric acid solution, the mass
transport limiting species is so called acceptor (such as anions A"+ or water molecules)
instead of the dissolved metal ions (cations). The anode - solution interfacial
concentration profile in this case is shown in Fig. 4- 16c.
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Figure 4-16 Concentration gradient prome in boundary layer (a)
and in a salt mm I boundary layer structure (b).

Therefore, under mass transport control, the electrode I solution double layer
structure consists of the fixed layer, diffusion layer, and the diffuse mobile layer, as
illustrated in Fig. 4-17. In case that ~+ is the mass transport control species, A Mn+ion
in the adsorbed fixed layer has to overcome two kinds of resistances to move into bulk
solution. The two resistances are: (I) the resistance from the double layer (fixed layer and
diffuse mobile layer), Rn, (See Fig. 4-13); (2) the resistance from the diffusion layer, Rw,
which is termed Warburg impedance [20].
In case a salt film forms on the anode surface (FigA-18a), a desorbed ion has to
overcome the resistance from the salt film, Rr, before it can pass through the double layer
consists of a diffusion layer and a diffuse mobile layer. The equivalent circuit for this
case is shown in Fig. 4-18b.
This is similar to the one in Fig. 4-2b. So, the ac impedance complex plot (Nyquist
plot) has the form of Fig. 4-7, with
Rl = Rw+ Rn

4-28

R2 =Rc+ Rs + Rm

4-29
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where R, is the resistance of the connections between electrodes and power / control
units. Therefore, from the plot we can analyze components &, &, Rf,

Cdl

and thus the

anode dissolution process.

4.3 Experimental Details
To measure ac impedance of an anodic dissolution process, an impedance
analyzer (Solartron SI 1260 ImpedancefGain-Phase Analyzer) was used together with
Princeton Applied Research 273A Potentiostat/Galvanostat, as illustrated in Fig. 4- 19. To
reduce the noise level at high fiequency, reference electrode was not used. And it was
internally (inside the electrometer) connected with counter electrode.
The samples used were copper disks with surface area of 1 cm2 and 1.5 mm
thickness. A copper plate 12 mm thick and 43 mm in diameter served as a cathode. As
discussed earlier, the configuration of the electrochemical cell strongly affects the EIS
measurements. Therefore, the cathode is chosen much larger than the anode to make sure
uniform current distribution over the anode surface. In addition, the anode and cathode
were set strictly parallel to each other.
The solutions studied were:
(1) Concentrated phosphoric acid,
(2) 70 V?! phosphoric acid + 1.2 M copper oxide,
(3) 50 v ? ?phosphoric acid + 50 v?! ethylene glycol,
(4) 70 V?? HEDP,and
(5) 70 V?? phosphoric acid + 0.5 M sodium tripolyphosphate.
100 mL solution was used (in a 200 mL glass container) for each measurement. The
anode rotating speed was 100 rpm during the measurements. All the measurements were
carried out at room temperature.
The measurements were performed using the software Zplot (Scribner Associate,
Inc.) in "controlled E sweep frequency" mode under the following conditions: controlled
dc voltage at certain values, e.g., 0.25 V (lower than limiting current plateau), 1.5 V, and
1.8 V (in the range of limiting current plateau); applied 10 mV ac signal with varying
frequency fiom 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz. Before each fiequency scan, a 50-second pretreatment
(i.e., applied the dc voltage while ac voltage is zero) was performed. Ten points were

GPlB
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I

GPIB

Teflm
cylinder

Figure 4-19 Setup for ac impedance measurements.

sampled per decade. That is, 60 points in total were obtained for each scan. The
integration time for each sampling was 5 seconds. For each solution, the scan at different
potentials was conducted in batch control mode.
The EIS characterized samples were examined with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Each sample, after an ECP process in a given solution, was carefully
taken out of the electrolyte with the potential on. Then it was placed in vertical position
so that the solution on the surface dropped down to the lower edge. The solution was
carefully wiped OK And then the anode was dried with warm air. By following this
procedure, the salt film (if present) on the anode surface could be kept undamaged (in
some cases) for SEM inspection.

4.4 Results and Analysis
The measured ac impedance spectra are shown in Figs. 20

- 24.

At high

frequency, a semicircle was obtained at all the dc potentials for all the solutions. At low
frequency range, the EIS line shifted to left with the increase of applied dc potential for

solutions 2, 3, and 5. Similar behavior was reported by Vidal and West in [9].This
phenomenon is not prominent for solution 1 and not applicable to solution 4.
RI, Rz, and

Cdl

data were extracted from the measured impedance spectra

according to their definitions in Eqs 4-20-22. These data are listed in Table 4-1.

Figure 4-20 Measured ac impedance spectra obtained from
concentrated phosphoric acid.

Figure 4-21 Measured ac impedance spectra obtained from
70 % phosphoric acid + 1.2 M CuO.

Figure 4-22 Measured ac impedance spectra obtained from
50 % phosphoric acid + 50 % ethylene glycol.

Figure 4-23 Measured ac impedance spectra obtained from
70% HEDP.
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Figure 4-24 Measured ac impedance spectra obtained from
70 % phosphoric acid + 0.5 M sodium tripolyphosphate.

Table 4-1 Summary of impedance measurements.
Solution

Potential

01

R2

Rl

(ncm2) (ncm2)

c
d
l

(pFlcm2)

1. Concentrated cid

2. 70 % phosphoric acid

+ 1.2 M CuO

3 . 50 % phosphoric acid

+ 50 % ethylene glycol

5 . 70 % phosphoric acid

+ 0.5 M sodium tripolyphosphate

0.25

8.0

9.0

88

1.5

8.0

5.0

13

2.0

8.0

7.0

29

4.4.1. Identification of salt fdm

In Table 4-1, all the dc potentials, except 0.25 V, are in the range of limiting

current plateau. Since 0.25V is fhr below the potential range of the limiting current
plateaus, no anodic film can form. Thus, according to the above discussion,

R2 (0.25V) = R, + %,

4-30

the resistance of the connections between electrodes and power 1 control units,
where h,
is a constant, R, is the solution resistance between working and counter electrodes. From
the data in Table 4-1, we can see that concentrated phosphoric acid and its solutions with
additives: copper oxide, ethylene glycol, and sodium tripolyphosphate, all have constant
value of Rz at all the tested potentials. This indicates that no resistive salt film was
formed on the anode surface at potentials in the range of limiting current plateau.
In contrast, copper-HEDP system has different values of Rz at all the three

different applied potentials. In Eqs.4-29 and 4-30, R,does not change with solutions and
applied potential. For same solution, change of %, due to anode material dissolved into
solution, can be assumed negligible. So, from the R2 data, we get the following values for

Cu-HEDP system:
%+%,=6n,

Rf (1.3V) = 1Q and
Rf (1.6V)= 2n.
This suggests the existence of an anodic salt film in Cu-HEDP system. And its
thickness increases with increasing potential.
SEM observation, as shown in Fig. 4-25, fbrther codinned the above results. The
results for HEDP solution and concentrated phosphoric acid also agree with previous
studies [16, 27,281.

---
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a

b

Figure 4-25 SEM pictures of copper anode surface after ECP process in
(a) phosphoric acid and (b) 70% HEDP solutions. xlOOO.

4.4.2. Warburg impedance
At a potential lower than the limiting current plateau, the process is mainly charge
transfer and / or chemical reaction controlled. So Rl (0.25V) is mainly polarization
resistance Rp. While over the range of limiting current plateau, Warburg impedance (Rw)
may playa much more important role. The data ofRI in Table 4-1 shows that in solutions
3, 4, and 5 Rl increased with an increase of potential within the range of the limiting
current plateau. This suggests that diffusion impedance (Rw) increases with the potential

increase. So it is very likely that Cu++ is the transport limiting species. Since at higher
potential,Cu atoms have more chanceto be ionizedto Cu++. That is, more Cu++ ions can
be produced at higher potential. However, because the process was mass transport

controlled, Cu++ ions produced due to higher potential may not necessarilyreach the
cathode so to complete the charge transfer and current flow cycle. Thus the limiting

current did not increase. Instead, higher concentrationgradient of Cu++ ions in the
diffusion layer was developed and therefore higher diffusion / migration resistance.
By contrast, Rl of solutions 1 and 2 remains constant at different potentials within
the range of the limiting current plateau. Previous studies by Wagner [27], Vidal and

West [9] have proved that Cu++ is not the mass transport limiting species, instead,
acceptors, such as anions or water molecules are the transport limiting species in CuH3P04 system.

4.4.3. Double-layer capacitance

The data in Table 4-1 shows that all the solutions, except solution 4, have higher
capacitance at higher potential in the range of limiting current plateau. Capacitance is
defined as

where Q is charge and t is time. The driving force of an electrochemical reaction is the
electrical potential at the electrode surface. So higher charge transfer (e.g., Cu - 2e

+

CU++ on anode surface) rate is expected at higher potential. That is, the adsorbed fixed

layer / diffision layer (positive ions) - diffise mobile layer (negative ions) capacitor (See
Fig. 4-17) has faster charging rate at higher potential. Again, due to the process being
mass transport controlled, Cu* ions produced due to higher potential may not necessarily
reach cathode and complete charge transfer an thus increase the limiting current. Instead,
only more Cuff ions crowded in the fixed layer and diffision layer. And correspondingly,
more negative ions attracted to the diffise mobile layer. That is, more charge to the
double layer capacitor.
This may explain the above phenomena: higher capacitance at higher potential in
the range of limiting current plateau.
However, for solution 4 (HEDP solution), as discussed above, a salt film was
formed on the anode surface and its thickness increased with anode potential in the range
of the limiting current plateau. This may inversely contribute to the capacitance, since

where A is the area,

E

and d are the electrical permittivity and thickness of the media

between the capacitor plates, respectively. From Eq. 4-32 we can see that C decreases
with an increase of d. Therefore, when a thicker salt film was formed at higher potential,
the capacitance dropped. This explains why solution 4 has a lower capacitance at 1.6V
than at 1.3V.
All the solutions in table I have a much higher capacitance at 0.25Vthan that at
potentials in the range of limiting current plateau. At such a low potential, the double
layer is only a couple of atomic layer thick (See Fig. 4-9). So the thickness (d) of the

double layer capacitor, in this case, is thousands of times thinner than that with diffision
layer (Refer to Chapter 2) under mass transport condition. According to Eq. 4-32, the
capacitance should be thousands of times higher. Nevertheless, the charge transfer (Cu 2e

+ Cu?

rate (dQ / dt) is low at low potential. Thus the capacitance should be small

according to Eq. 4-31. Therefore the capacitance at 0.25V depends on solutions and is
very different than it at limiting current plateau.

4.5 Summary
The structures of electrode double layer at kinetic condition and steady state were
discussed, as well as the double layer responses to dc and ac signals and the principle of
EIS.
EIS was successfully used to identie copper anodic salt film and mass transport
limiting species in solutions of H3P0+ H3P04 + CUO, H3P04 + C&02, H3P04 +
HsNasO183, and HEDP.
Cu -

and Cu - (&Po4 + CUO) systems have identical ac impedance

spectra at all the tested potentials. Cu - (H3PO4+C2&o2) and Cu - (H3PO4+H~Na~O10P3)
systems have ac impedance spectra with the same original points but different diameters
of Nyquist semicircles at varying potentials. Cu - HEDP system has very different ac
impedance spectra at different potentials.
Analysis of these spectra suggested that a resistive salt film was formed on the
copper anode surface in HEDP solution while no salt film formed in the other solutions.
The analysis also suggested that cut+ was the mass transport controlling species in
solutions of HEDP and phosphoric acid with additives ethylene glycol and sodium
tripolyphosphate. Water molecules are the mass transport controlling species in solutions
of phosphoric acid and phosphoric acid with copper oxide.
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Chapter 5
Electrochemical Planarization of Copper Disks and
Electroplated Thin Films on Silicon Wafers
As stated earlier, electrochemical polishing PCP) occurred in the limiting current
condition where the process is mass transport controlled. There are two types of ECP
mechanisms: (1) brightening (or microsmoothing), which refers to the elimination of
surface roughness of scale comparable to the wavelength of visible light; and (2) leveling
(or macrosmoothing), which refers to the elimination of larger surface roughness.
Leveling results fiom the fact that protruding parts of a rough surface dissolve faster than
recessed parts [I, 21. This can be achieved under ohmic or mass transport control [3].
Brightening can be achieved only under mass transport control, which suppresses
crystallographic etching [I, 3-51. Hence, mass transport process is a critical condition for
ECP. It is known that anodic films formed during electropolishing and worked as barriers
to the mass transport limiting species: cation of dissolving metal (M?"), electrolyte anion
(Am-),and water molecules [3].
However, the knowledge about ECP mechanisms is so fkr based on the study of
copper bulk material in limited electrolytes, mostly phosphoric acid. It has been shown
that copper bulk material and copper films electroplated on trenched wafers have
different surfice profiles [6]. It was also found that ECP efficiency was influenced by the
pattern of s u d c e profile [7].
Therefore, a thorough study of ECP mechanisms and their effects on different
surface profiles is very important for optimizing process parameters such as electrolyte
composition and operating voltage/current in order to obtain satisfactory ECP for
microelectronic fabrication. This chapter presents ECP data of copper bulk and films
electroplated on trenched silicon wafers in various electrolyte solutions. A detailed
description of ECP mechanisms, the correlation between ECP efficiency and surface

profile, and the optimal conditions for the ECP of copper films electroplated on patterned
silicon wafers are given as well.

5.1

Experimental Details
ECP of copper disks and copper films on deep trenched silicon wafer coupons

was performed with computer-controlled chronoarnperometry (CA), i.e., potential control.
A typical chronoamperometry curve is shown in Fig. 5-1. The control system, as shown
in Fig. 5-2, consisted of 273A Potentiostat/Galvanostat (Princeton Applied Research), a
computer, and customized cells. For ECP of copper disks, the cell (Fig. 5-2a) used was a
200 ml glass beaker. A 12 mm thick and 43 mrn in diameter copper plate served as a
cathode. A Teflon cylinder with a filter on the bottom was placed on the cathode to block
hydrogen bubbles, produced during ECP, fiom reaching the anode copper disk to be
polished.
For ECP of copper film on silicon wafer coupons, a customized sample holder
was made to hold 5 cm x 5 cm wafer coupons. A larger cylindrical container (about 3
liter volume) and copper cathode were used (Fig. 5-2b). A conical filter was also used to
block hydrogen bubbles fiom reaching the anode surface. The inter electrode distance
was about 15 mm.
The copper disks used for ECP were 1.5 mm thick, 11.28 mm in diameter (i.e.,
surface area = 1 cm2), with a purity of 99.9% Cu. As discussed in Chapter 2, ECP effect
is very sensitive to the anode surface state. Therefore all samples for ECP were carefully
prepared. Before the ECP process, the copper disks were hand polished with sand papers
of lpm grit (

9 5pm,
~ and 3 pm grit papers were also used if needed), followed with

methanol rinse and pressured nitrogen dry. The wafer coupons for ECP were cut fiom
200 mm diameter deep trenched wafers with electroplated copper film. The copper
plating on 200 mrn wafers was performed with OGI's in house wafer plating system.
The controlled potentials for ECP were the middle points of the limiting current
on the polarization curves, which were presented in Chapter 3. The duration
plateau (EL)
time of ECP for each sample was determined such that the original rough surface layer
could be removed. For copper disks, generally a 10 pm thick layer was removed by the

ECP process. The electrolyte solutions used for ECP are listed in Table 5-1. 100 ml
solution was used for ECP of each copper disk. For wafer coupons, various ECP time
were used to observe the surface planarization effects. 1300 rnl solution was used for
ECP of each wafer coupon. All the experiments were performed at room temperature.

Surface profiles of the samples before and after ECP were examined with an
atomic force microscope (AFM), optical and electron microscopes, as well as a surface
profilometer. For each sample, three AFM images were taken at different locations and
the average &) of the three measured mean roughness were determined.
Polishing (or removal) rate R,j was calculated fiom the weight of the copper disks
measured before and after electropolishing. The data were compared with the calculated
values determined fkom the polishing current. This verified the number of charge
transferred in an anodic reaction.

Figure 5-1 The chronoamperometry curve obtained from Cu (anode) - 70%
HEDP system with controlled potential at 1.0 V.

a

a
2?3A Potentioxtat
I Galvanostat
I

(a)

9)

Figure 5-2 Schematic of ECP system for copper disks (a) and wafer coupons (b).
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Table 5-1

Electrolytes Used for ECP of copper disks

Chemical 1

Concentration
(% Volume)

Chemical 2

Concentration
(Mole I L)

1

Phosphoric acid
(85% H304)

30,40,70, 100.
70.

Copper oxide
(CuO)

0.
0.5, 1.2, 2.0.

2

Phosphoric acid
(85% H304)

70

Ethylene glycol
(c&02)

5, 15,25
(% v01)

3

Phosphoric acid
(85%

70

Sodium
tripolyphosphate
(Nasho~o)

0.1, 0.25, 0.5

4

Hydroxyethyliden
ediphosphonic
acid (HEDP)

20 80

Phosphoric acid
(85% H@O4)

10 30
(% vol)

5

Ethylene glycol
(-02)

Sodium chloride
WCl)

0-2

6

Sulphuric acid
@2so4)

Sodium I
Potassium Nitrate
(NaNa I KN03)

l.0,Z.O.

5.2

Experimental Results

Solution
No.

-

20

- 100
20

-

5.2.1 ECP of copper disks

An AFM topography image of copper disk surface before ECP is shown in Fig. 53. The surface profile exhibits sharp undulation. A typical average mean-roughness, %,
before ECP is about 280 nm.The ECP efficiency of an ECP process can evaluated by [8]

where R,"and & are the average mean-roughness before and after electropolishing,
respectively. The maximum brightening effect is characterized by PB = 1, and no
brightening effect at all when PB= 0. ECP effects include ECP efficiency, removal rate
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(RI), surface appearance, and other qualities. In this work, Ra is reported since all copper
disks had about the same Ra values before ECP.
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Figure 5-3 AFM image of surface profile of copper bulk material, Ra = 280 om.

5.2.1.1

ECP of copper disks in H;PD4 - CuD solutions
Copper disk ECP was performed in solutions of phosphoric acid and phosphoric

acid

- copper oxide

listed in Table 5-2. The controlled potential and measured current

during the ECP processes are listed in the table as well. Typical AFM images of copper
disk surface after ECP are shown in Fig. 5-4. The average mean-roughness measured
with AFM and removal rate (RI) calculated from the weight loss are listed in Table 5-2.
The data shows very good ECP effect (Ra < 10 nm) obtained from phosphoric
acid solutions with or without CuO when phosphoric acid concentration was 70% or
higher. At lower concentration of phosphoric acid, copper ECP effect decreases with
decreasing phosphoric acid concentration. Adding CuO, more or less, did not affect the
ECP efficiency of 70% phosphoric acid solution. However, higher phosphoric acid
concentration or more CuO resulted in lower limiting current and thus lower removal rate,

which is important to ECP of copper films electroplated on silicon wafer (See section

5.2.2).
Table 5-2

Summary of ECP data with solutions of &PO4 and &Pod- CUO

Solution
(Ohvol.)

Potential

Current

Roughness
(nm)

Removal
Rate
(Wmin)

30 phosphoric acid

1.75

200

29

4.4

40 phosphoric acid

1.7

180

18

4.0

70 phosphoric acid

1.4

50

8

1.1

100 phosphoric acid

1.2

12

5

0.26

70 phosphoric acid
+ 0.5MCuO

1.2

45

5

1 .o

0')

70 phosphoric acid

+ 1.2MCuO

1.1

70 phosphoric acid
+ 2.0M CuO

1.1

5.2.1.2

30
20

6
6

0.7
0.44

ECP of copper &ks in H m 4 -EG solutions
The effect of ethylene glycol (EG) on copper ECP in phosphoric acid solutions

was tested. Table 5-3 lists the compositions of the solutions used. Typical AFM image of
copper disk surface after ECP in H3POd - EG solutions is shown in Fig. 5-5. The ECP
data (controlled potential for ECP, measured current during ECP, roughness after ECP,
and removal rate) are listed in Table 5-3. The data indicate that adding ethylene glycol in
a mount of 5%

- 25%

does not affect the ECP efficiency of 70% phosphoric acid

solution. However, adding ethylene glycol into phosphoric acid solution changed the
limiting current, and thus changed the removal rate. The more EG was added, the more
decrease of the limiting current and removal rate.
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Figure 5-4 AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP in 100%
phosphoric acid solution. R. = 5 nm.

Table 5-3
Solution
(% vol.)

Summary of ECP data with solutions of llJP04

- EG

Potential
(V)

Current
(mA)

Roughness
(nm)

Removal
Rate
(J.lmlmin)

70 phosphoric acid

1.4

50

8

1.1

70 phosphoric acid
+5EG

1.2

46

70 phosphoric acid
+15EG

1.2

70 phosphoric acid
+ 20 EG

1.2

25

14

5

6
8

1.0

0.55

0.3
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Figure 5-5 AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP in 70% phosphoric
acid + 15% EG solution. Ra = 6 nm.

In Fig. 5-5 we can see some pits on the surface. They were caused by hydrogen
bubbles. To verify this, an experiment with a different setup (illustrated in Fig. 5-6) was
performed. In this experiment, two 2" x 2" copper plates were used as anode and cathode.
They were placed vertically against the walls at the ends of a rectangular tank. In this
way, the hydrogen bubbles produced on cathode mostly got out of the solution surface
rather than reaching the anode surface when the inter-electrode distance is long. With this
setup, a very shiny (R. = 5 nm) surface was produced by ECP in 70% phosphoric acid + 5
EG solution, as shown in Fig. 5-7. From the AFM image we can see that the surface is
smooth and there are no pits. Therefore, we conclude that the pits were caused by
hydrogen bubbles, which could be seen during an ECP process, formed on the cathode.
Some of the hydrogen bubbles passed through the filter on top of cathode, and reached
the anode surface in a system shown in Fig. 5-2. A detailed discussion about how gas
bubbles cause pits was presented in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5-6 ECP system for reducing the influence of hydrogen bubbles on
the anode surface.
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Figure 5-7 AFM image of copper plate surface after ECP with a system
shown in Fig. 5-5 in 70°1ctphosphoric acid + 50/0EG solution. Ra= 5 nm.

5.2.1.3

ECP of copper disks in H#04 -NaSp~Olosolutions
The influence of sodium tripolyphosphate (Na~P3010)on ECP of copper disks in

phosphoric acid solutions was studied. Chemical composition of the electrolyte solutions
and ECP data are listed in Table 5-4. A typical AFM image of the surface profile after
ECP in HP04 - Na~P3Olosolutions is shown in Fig. 5-8. It was shown that a small
amount of sodium tripolyphosphate did not affect the ECP efficiency. When more
sodium tripolyphosphate (e.g., > 0.25M) was added into phosphoric acid solution, ECP
efficiency slightly decreased (i.e., roughness increases) and the removal rate also
decreased.
Table 5-4
Solution

Summary of ECP data with solutions of &PO4- Na5P3OI0
Potential
(v)

Current

Roughness
(nm)

Removal
Rate
(pdmin)

70 phosphoric acid

1.4

50

8

1.1

70 phosphoric acid
+ O.1M NasP3Olo

1.45

45

+ 0.25M Nap3010

1.2

40

70 phosphoric acid
+ 0.5M NasP3010

1.1

(% vol.)

70 phosphoric acid

5.2.1.4

32

7

17
16

1.o
0.9
0.7

ECP of copper disks in HEDP -H$Od solutions
The ECP effects of copper disks in HEDP and HEDP - H3P04 solutions were

investigated and listed in Table 5-5. A typical AFM image of copper disk surface after

ECP in HEDP solution is shown in Fig. 5-9.
The experimental data indicate that certain ECP efficiency was achieved with
HEDP solutions. Increasing HEDP concentration (larger than 40%) did not improve ECP
efficiency. However, removal rate decreases with increasing HEDP in all concentration
range.
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Figure 5-8 AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP in 70% phosphoric
acid + O.lM NasP3010solution. R. = 7 nm.
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Figure 5-9 AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP in 30% HEDP
+ 30% HJP04 solution. R. = 57 nm
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Table 5 5

Summary of ECP data with solutions of HEDP and HEDP - &PO4

Solution
(% vol.)

Potential
(v)

Current
(mA)

Roughness

(nm)

Removal
Rate
(Wmin)

20 HEDP

1.45

86

243

2.1

40 HEDP

1.10

60

186

1.5

80 HEDP

0.90

14

190

0.3

70 HEDP + 10 &PO4

0.90

14.5

162

0.3

30 HEDP + 10 H3Po4

1.20

120

132

3 .O

30 HEDP + 20

1.20

115

76

2.5

30 HEDP + 30 &Po4

1.10

82

57

1.8

20 HEDP + 20 H3Po4

1.40

167

134

3.7

10 HEDP + 30 H3P04

1.40

150

67

3.5

1.75

180

29

4.6

0HEDP + 30

Adding phosphoric acid into 30% HEDP solution improved ECP efficiency and
decreased removal rate. The effects increased with increasing phosphoric acid

W HEDP into 30% phosphoric acid solution decreased the ECP
concentration. Adding 1
efficiency and removal rate of the phosphoric acid solution.
All these suggest that the ECP efi5ciency of HEDP solutions was not as good as
phosphoric acid solutions. And adding HEDP had a negative effect to the ECP efficiency
in HEDP - phosphoric acid solutions.
However, fbrther study showed that the salt film formed on the anode surface
(refer to Chapter 4) was rough (See Fig. 4-24b)and not easy to be cleaned OK If the salt
film or part of it was not thoroughly cleaned off, the surface would appear reddish. In this
case, the measured roughness would be much higher than that of the copper surface under
the film. Fig. 5-10is an AFM image of copper surface after ECP in 70% HEDP solution
followed by a surface clean procedure. The surface roughness is only 6 nm.
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Figure 5-10 AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP in 70% HEDP solution
and cleaned the surface layer. R. = 6 nm.

5.2.1.5 ECP of copper disks in ethylene glycol- sodium chloride solutions
The ECP effects of copper disks in ethylene glycol (EG, C:zH602)- sodium
chloride (NaCI) solutions were investigated and listed in Table 5-6. A typical AFM image
of copper disk surface after ECP is shown in Fig. 5-11.
Table 5-6
Solution
(% vol.)

ECP data of copper disk in solutions ofEG

- NaCI

Potential
(V)

Current
(mA)

Roughness
(nm)

Removal
Rate
(J.lm/min)

50EG+ 1MNaCI

3.25

20

91

0.44

20EG+ 1 MNaCI

3.25

27

83

0.6

20 EG+ 2 MNaCI

3.25

50

63

1.1

30EG+2MNaCI

3.75

50

79

1.1
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Figure 5-11 AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP io 50% EG + 1 M NaCI.
Ra = 91 om.

The data indicate that copper ECP efficiency was not significantly affected by
changing the concentrations ofEG and NaCl. Though copper removal rate was decreased
by increasing EG concentration or decreasing NaCI concentration.
5.2.1.6 ECP of copper disks in H:zS04 - KN03 / NaN03 solutions
The ECP effects of copper disks in sulphuric acid (H2SO4)- potassium nitrate
(KN03) and sulphuric acid (H2SO4)- sodium nitrate (NaN03) solutions were tested and
listed in Table 5-7. A typical AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP is shown in
Fig. 5-12.
The data in Table 5-7 indicate that ECP effect can be achieved with H2SO4
solution. But adding KN03 or NaN03 did not improve ECP efficiency. Instead, adding
KN03 or NaN03 into H2SO4 solution largely reduced the ECP efficiency. This is
probably because both SO/+ and N03 -are strong chemical etchants of copper. Therefore,

the chemical etching effect overwhelmed ECP effect and resulted in rough surfaces.
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Table 5-7
Solution
(% vol.)

ECP data of copper disk in solutions ofHEDP and HEDP -II.JP04
Potential
(V)

Current
(mA)

Roughness
(nm)

Removal
Rate
(J.1m1min)

20 H2SO4

2.5

70

72

1.54

20 H2SO4
+ 1 MKN03

3.25

90

265

2

10 H2SO4
+ 1 MKN03

2.0

230

283

5.1

20 H2SO4
+ 1 MNaN03

3.0

80

279

1.75

20 H2SO4
+2MNaN03

3.5

70

276

1.53
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Figure 5-12 AFM image of copper disk surface after ECP in 20% H2SO4
solution. Ra = 72 nm.

5.2.1.7 Summary of copper dish ECP in various solutions

In summary, very good ECP efficiency of copper disks was achieved in solutions
of phosphoric acid, HEDP, and phosphoric acid with additives copper oxide, ethylene
glycol, and sodium tripolyphosphate. However, copper disk ECP efficiency in ethylene
glycol - sodium chloride, sulhric acid, sulhric acid - sodium nitrate, and sulfbric acid potassium nitrate solutions was not so good. The data of best ECP efficiency obtained
fiom each electrolyte system are listed in Table 5-8.

Table 5-8

Summary of copper disk ECP data in various solutions.

Solution

Limiting Current
i~ (mA)

Removal Rate
& (pm /min)

Roughness
Ra (nm)

12-50

0.26-1.10

4-4

2. 70 % phosphoric acid
+ 0.5 MCuO

45

0.99

5

3. 70 % phosphoric acid
+ 5 % ethylene glycol

46

1.01

5

4. 70 % HEDP

30

0.66

6

5. 70 % phosphoric acid
+ 0.1 M sodium

40

0.88

7

50

1.10

63

70

1.54

72

1. 70-100 % phosphoric acid

tripolyphosphate
6. 30 % ethylene glycol

+ 2 M sodium chloride
7. 20 % sulhric acid

Note: phosphoric acid = 85 % H3PO4.

5.2.2 ECP of copper film

The surface profile of copper film electroplated on deep trenched wafers is
characterized as flat and shiny surface with bumps and pads (200

- 500 nm high), as

shown in Fig. 5-13a. The bumps and pads are corresponding to trenches and vias in the
silicon substrate, as shown in Fig. 5-13b. Compared to the surface profile of copper bulk
materials (Fig. 5-3), the geometric change from flat area to the peaks of the bumps and
pads is much gentler and smoother (Fig. 5-13c).
Among the electrolyte systems that can produce good ECP effect, phosphoric acid
and HEDP solutions were chosen to study the ECP effect of copper film electroplated on
deep trenched wafers. The choice was based on the knowledge from previous study:
(1) Good ECP effect of copper can be achieved in phosphoric acid (with or without
additives) and HEDP solutions;
(2) Anodic layers formed during ECP process play a critical role to ECP effects; and
(3) The electrolyte solutions that can produce good ECP effects fall in two different
groups:

a. HEDP solutions, which form salt film on copper anode surface during ECP;
b. Solutions of phosphoric acid and phosphoric acid with additives, which do not
form films on copper anode surface during ECP.
Fig. 5-14 shows SEM (Scanning electron microscope) images of copper film silicon cross-section after ECP in phosphoric acid and HEDP solutions respectively. A
planar surface is obtained fiom ECP in HEDP solution, as shown in Fig. 5-14a.
Nevertheless, the ECP result of wafer coupons with phosphoric acid was not as good.
Bumps over dense structures were left behind after ECP. As shown in Fig 5-14b, the area
over trenches still had 0.6 pm thick of Cu film left while the Cu film over the area
without trenches or vias had been totally removed.
Why did the two solutions have different planarization effects on copper films
electroplated on trenched silicon wafers while good ECP results for copper disks were
obtained fiom both of the solutions? To explain this phenomenon, we need to have a
thorough understanding of the ECP mechanisms.
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Figure 5-13 Surface profile of copper film plated on deep trenched Si
wafer: (a) optical image x50; (b) AFM image; and (c) SEM image of the
cross section.
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a

b
Figure 5-14 SEM images of copper film - silicon cross-section after
ECP in HEDP (a) and phosphoric acid solutions (b).

5.3 Mechanisms of Electrochemical Polishing
5.3.1 Ohmic Leveling
As mentioned previously, leveling can be achieved under ohmic control or mass
transport control. Under ohmic control, current density is determined by the electrolyte
resistance (Re) between the electrodes:

J=~
RIIA

5-2

where V (= VI - Vo)is the potential difference between anode and cathode. Since

I

R, = P* 3
Eq. 5-2 may be rewritten as

where p, is the resistivity of the medium between the cathode and anode, and I is the
distance between the electrodes. From Eq. 5-4 we can easily see that the current density
(JP) at protruding point P is higher than the current density (JQ) at recessed point Q due to

the difference (2b = lp - 1Q)of inter electrode distance, as shown in Fig.5-15.
Surfsce removal rate (or dissolution rate, &, cm/s), fiom Eq. 2-28, may be
expressed as

where M is the atomic weight (63.5 g for Cu) and d is the density of the anode material
(8.96 g/cm3 for Cu), n (2 for Cu - 2e 3 cuU reaction) is the number of electrons
transferred in the oxidation reaction of an anode atom, while F (= 96485 C) is Faraday
constant. Substituting Eq. 5-4 into Eq. 5-5, results in

A4v
For given electrode potential, anode material, and anodic dissolution reaction, -- f
nFd

is a constant. Therefore, ohmic leveling efficiency, which is the difference of the
removal rate between protruding point (P) and recessed point (Q), can be expressed as

Equation 5-7 indicates that ohmic leveling efficiency depends on the surface profile and
inter electrode distance. Larger surface roughness and closer electrodes (i.e., smaller I )
may produce better leveling effect. In addition, smaller resistivity (p,) of the electrolyte
solution and higher voltage (V) between the electrodes also facilitate ohmic leveling.
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Figure 5-15 On a rough anode surface with uniform
potential (VI), peaks have higher current density due
to different inter electrode distance: Ip> IQ.

Assuming Pe = 10 a-cm[9], 2b = 0.5 J.lm,/ = 20 cm, and V = 2V, we calculated

~

=

9.18 X 10-9 J.lmls, which is negligible

4.4 X 10"3J.lmls at limiting current

compared

to the average

removal

rate Rei =

k = 12 mA for concentrated phosphoric acid (i.e., 85%

H3P04) solution.This indicatesthat the ohmic levelingeffect could be negligibleunder
normalwaferECP conditions.

Figure 5-16 Salt mm formed on anode surface facilitates surface
smoothing due to ion migration and I or ohmic smoothing effect.

Nevertheless, the ohmic leveling effect can be noticeable under certain
hydrodynamic conditions, if an electrically resistive and non-conformal anode layer
forms on the anode surface (See Fig. 5-16). A non-conformal (also called "macro profile")

anode layer means that the anodic layer-solution interface is flat instead of taking the
anode surface profile). In this case, the current density is determined by the anodic layer,
since the process is mass transport controlled. Thus, fiom Eqs. 5-6 and 5-7 we obtain

where pf is the electrical resistivity of the anode layer, 61 and 62are the thickness of the
anode layer at point P and Q, respectively (See Fig. 5-16). Assuming 62 = 0.5 pm, 61=
0.25 pm, pr = 2 x lo4 n-cm (estimated fiom the EIS measurement, in the case of 70%
HEDP solution), and V = Vz - Vl = 0.2V (voltage across the anode layer), we calculated
m

00.7 p d s , according to Eq. (16). In comparison, the average removal rate Rd

m

0.01 pm/s at limiting current i~ = 30 mA for 70% HEDP solution. In other words, the
removal rate at protruding point (P) is about seven times higher than the average removal
rate on the flat area due to ohmic leveling effect.
From Eq. 5-18 we can see that ohmic leveling effect can be enhanced by
increasing the overall thickness of the anode layer and lowering its resistivity. Better
ohmic leveling effect can also be obtained at higher anode potential in the range of
limiting current plateau, due to higher f value in Eq. 5-8.
5.3.2 Migration Smoothing
Another geometrical-dependent leveling mechanism results fiom migration,
which is due to the electric field distribution on a rough surface. It is known that an
arbitrary two-dimensional surface profile can be described by a Fourier sine series where
the individual Fourier coefficients behave independently [3]. We therefore calculated the
electric field distribution along a sinusoidal surface. A sine waveform is located at the
center of the anode surface in a 2D electrochemical cell, which has parameters close to an
actual 300 mm wafer polishing system (See Fig. 5-17). This simulation was performed
using a boundary element simulation software. The simulation data (See Fig. 5-18a)
indicates that the amplitude of normal electric field (En) varies along the sinusoidal
surface, similar to the shape of the surface profile except at the origin and end points of
the sine waveform where a sharp geometrical change occurs. For certain amplitude (b) of
the sine wave, the difference of the normal electric field E,(P) at the peak point P and

h(Q) at the recessed point Q increases as the wavelength (T) decreases (i.e., the
fiequency f increases), as indicated in Fig. 5-18b. The orientation of the normal electric
field depends on the location too. At peaks and valleys, (points P and Q), E, points
perpendicular to the cathode, and deviates fiom this direction at other locations.
Once a copper atom is oxidized to Cuu on the anode surface, a force
FE=qE

5-9

acts on the CU* resulting fiom the electric field I&. As a result, cuU ions tend to move
away fiom the anode surface towards cathode under force
F=FE -Fr = q E - F r

5-10

where q is the charge of CU* and Fr is the resistive force as CufCions move through the
anode film and the solution. According to Newton's second law of motion, the CU* ions
accelerate at a = F / m, and therefore migrate a distance

in time t. From the above three equations, one can estimate the velocity of Cuu migration

where m is the mass of Cuu.
In bulk solution FB is negligible compared to the convection force (Fc)when a
forced convection is applied. Nevertheless, inside anodic layers, it may play an important
role. The anodic layers may be a solid film and / or a boundary layer with concentration
gradient of cations or acceptors, as discussed in the previous chapters.
The magnitude and orientation distribution of the electric field Emalong the surface
favors the difksion of Cu* at the peak areas where &has the highest value %(
and
I?)
points towards the cathode. Therefore, cuU at peak area has the highest migration speed
according to Eq.5-12. In contrast, Cu* in the valley has the slowest migration speed.
Consequently, a leveling effect can be achieved.
Since surface removal rate &is proportional to v, i.e.,

Rd =

a v (where a is a

constant), the difference of the removal rate between protruding point (P) and recessed
point (Q) can be expressed as
M d =Rd

( P )- R d

(Q>= ~ ( V-vQ)
P

5-13
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Figure 5-17 Schematic of an electropolishing cell and the local surface
prof'de of the anode. The electric field (E) varies in amplitude and
orientation along the sinusoidal surface.

Figure 5-18 The amplitude of normal electric field along the sinusoidd anode
surface, obtained by simulation (a); Amplitude of normal electric field at the peak
and valley of the sinusoidd surface, versus the frequency of the sine wave (b).

Hence, the migration smoothing effect may be obtained fiom Eqs.5-12 and 5-13 :

arq

= 2rn[En(p)- En(el#

5-14

From Eq.5-14 and Fig. 5-18b we may conclude that ECP, due to ion migration
mechanism, removes shorter waves faster than longer waves.
5.3.3 Diffusion Smoothing

Diffision smoothing is the ECP effect due to diffision, driven by the
concentration gradient. Wagner [lo] calculated the dissolution speed of copper according
to diffision law pick's second law), under mass transport control and acceptor
mechanism condition. In this case, the concentration distribution of the acceptor has a
profile as shown in Fig. 5-19. In the figure, Cb is the bulk concentration of the acceptor.
6, is the thickness of the diffision layer.

Figure 5-19 Acceptor concentration as a
function of distance from the electrode,

Figure 5-20 Anode surface profile.

Assume the anode surface (in 2D) has a sinusoidal profile, as shown in Fig. 5-20.
The surface profile can be expressed as

2a
y = b sin(- x)

5-15

LI

where y is the distance fiom the average surface plane, a and b are respectively the
wavelength and amplitude of the sine wave. In condition of a and b are much smaller
than 6,, Fick's second law applies to the anode surface and adjacent area. At steady-state
conditions, there is

with boundary conditions in Figs. 5-19 and 5-20 and assumption b << a, a<< 6,, an
approximated solution of Eq. 5- 16 can be obtained [101

i
x

where B = (-),is

ay

the average value of concentration gradient at the anode surface.

Since the dissolution rate (%) due to diffusion is proportional to the concentration
gradient of the acceptor, it can be deduced fiom Eq. 5-17 that [lo]

Comparing Eqs.5-15 and 5-18, we can see that the dissolution rate versus location
x has the same shape as the geometric profile of the anode surface. That is, % at the peak

is greater than that at the valley of the anode surface. Eq. 5-18 also suggests that &
increases with decreasing wavelength a. In other words, "microroughness" will disappear
more rapidly than "macroroughness". Therefore, ECP due to diffision dissolution
mechanism approaches a sine wave profile involving the greatest wavelength of the
original pattern. This effect is same as that of migration smoothing. The situation can be
improved if the diffision layer has a macro profile. In this case, the diffision distance (of
the mass transport limiting species) at peak points is shorter than that at the valley points
(See Fig. 5-16).
Although the above deduction assumed b << a, a<< 6,, the conditions are
applicable to the situation of copper film electroplated on trenched silicon wafer where
surface undulation is gentle @<<a). The feature dimensions are also smaller compared to
the thickness of the diffision layer (refer to Chapter 4).

5.4 Interpretation of the Experimental Results
From the above discussion, it can be seen that sharper geometrical profiles have
better ECP efficiency due to migration and migration smoothing mechanisms. This
explains why very good ECP efficiency was obtained fiom several solutions with copper
disks, which have sharp surface profiles (See Fig.5-3). Yet ECP efficiency is largely
reduced in case of gentle surface profiles, such as the surface features of EP copper films
on a patterned silicon wafer, as shown in Fig. 5-13. On the surface of EP copper films,
large pads and wide stripes were about 0.2

- 0.5 pm higher than the flat areas and had

gentle geometrical changes, especially after a period of ECP process. Therefore, due to
gentle surface undulation, and/or due to lack of ion migration mechanism (e.g., water
molecules instead of Cu ions as the mass transport control species), the dissolution rates
at protruding and at recess areas were not very different in phosphoric acid. Therefore,
the original surface profile was changed little, as shown in Fig. 5-14b.
However, the situation improved when an electrically resistive salt film with
macro profile formed on the anode surface, as shown in Fig. 5-16. In this case, a good
ECP efficiency can be achieved by ohmic leveling mechanism, as discussed above. In
addition, due to the existence of a potential difference across the film, migration
smoothing mechanism works as well. Because the thickness of the anodic layer varies
with location, the migration distance of CU* at point P, where anode layer is thinner (&),
is shorter than that at the point Q, where anode layer is thicker (&), although the ion
migration velocity at peak (P) and valley (Q) points are not much different due to the
gentle geometric change. Therefore, the removal rate at protruding areas is higher than
recessed parts due to ion migration mechanism and ohmic leveling effect in the salt film
layer, even though the surface has a gentle geometric profile. This explains why good
planarization effect was obtained on copper films plated on trenched wafers in HEDP
solution, as shown in Fig. 5-14a.

5.5 Optimal Conditions for ECP of Copper Film Electroplated on
Trenched Silicon Wafer
5.5.1. Limiting current
Chronoamperometric curve (Fig. 5-I), i

- t curve under potential control,

indicates that a transition time exists at the beginning of an ECP process. The transition
time is about 50

- 100 seconds. At the beginning of an ECP process, anode surface is

clean. So the anodic dissolution can process at a very high speed, which is demonstrated
by high current. From Fig. 5-1, we can see that the initial current measured is several
times higher than the limiting current. As an anodic layer gradually forms, the process
gradually reaches to mass transport control and thus the measured current continually
decreases until reaches the stable value - limiting current (steady-state).
Apparently, a layer of copper dissolved during the transition time. Yet ECP can
be achieved only in condition of mass transport control, i.e., after the transition time. For
ECP of copper bulk material, to remove a micron thick layer or more is usually not a
problem. But for ECP of copper films electroplated on silicon wafers, the thickness of
copper film is limited and usually the extra layer to be removed is about 1 pm thick or so.

In this case, suppose the transition time is 50s, the average current during transition time
is twice the limiting current, and a layer of copper at least 0.5 pm thick (since the height
of bumps and pads is about 0.2

- 0.5 pm) should be left for steady-state (after transition

time) ECP. According to Eq.2-28, we can calculate that the limiting current should be no
more that 13.5 mA.Of course, the productivity would be too low if the current is too low.
For ECP of copper films electroplated on silicon wafers, a feasible current is therefore
about 10 mA. To ensure ECP effect, thicker copper films and thus longer time in steadystate will be helpfbl.

5.5.2. Mass transport control and ECP potential
In order to achieve ECP effect, the potential has to be controlled such that the
process is mass transport controlled. The presence of a current plateau with an anodic
film on the surface is not a sufficient criterion for microsmoothing [3]. For example,
transpassive nickel dissolution in sulfuric acid yields well-defined current plateaus but
only in a certain concentration and temperature range are they mass transport controlled

[3, 111. Levich plot can be used to verie the process is transport controlled, as discussed
in Chapter 3.
In conditions of mass transport control, higher potential may produce better ECP
effect. This is due to better ohmic leveling effect at higher anode potential, according to
Eq.5-8.
5.5.3. Electrolyte solution

Electrolytes and their concentrations in an ECP solution determine the values of
limiting current and potential range of the limiting current plateau, mass transport
limiting species, anodic layers, and other physical and chemical properties of the solution
such as viscosity, diffision coefficient. All these have a direct influence on ECP effects.
An ideal electrolyte solution should have:

(1) A flat and level limiting current plateau with wide potential range and current
value feasible for the application (e.g., around 10 mA for EP copper films on
silicon wafers);
(2) An electrically resistive salt film forms on anode surface under ECP
conditions; the diffision layer and/or the salt film has a macro profile; and
(3) Ionic mass transport limiting species, which can have migration smoothing

effect.
5.5.4. Solution circulation

Solution circulation is usually performed with a pump and 1 or the anode disk
rotating. A good circulation should produce:
(1) Uniform ECP effects over a large area of anode surface; and
(2) A macro profile of the diffision layer and the salt film on anode surface

during ECP.
Factors to be controlled include the speed, paths, and directions of the circulation.
5.5.5. Inter-electrode distance

From Eq. 5-7 we can see that ohmic leveling effect can be increased by
decreasing inter electrode distance (I). For example, deceasing I from 20cm to 0.1 cm, the
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ohmic leveling effect increases more than 40,000 times (ftom 9.18 x 10-9J.lm/sto 3.67 X
10-4J.lm/s).However, it is hard to control and the solution circulation will be poor if the
inter electrode distance is too small. Also gas bubbles would reach anode surface easily if
the inter electrode distance is too small. However, it could be beneficial to perform ECP
with extreme close inter electrodes at the beginning to even out the bumps and pads.

5.5.6. Preventing gas bubbles reaching anode surface
As pointed previously, if the hydrogen bubbles reach the anode surface, they may
produce pits or particles on the surface. It is challenging to prevent gas bubbles ftom
reaching the anode surface. A filter between anode and cathode may resist gas bubbles
ftom reaching the anode surface. The finer porosity of the filter, the better filtering effect.
But it also resists solution circulation. An electrochemical cell with vertical electrodes
and filter close to anode, as shown in Fig.5-21, favors resisting hydrogen bubbles ftom
reaching the anode surface. Placing filter close to anode has two benefits. First, larger
surface area of solution allows hydrogen bubbles to get out of the solution. Secondly,
hydrogen bubbles become larger when they reach the filter. So filter with larger hole size
can be used, which allows better solution circulation.

Figure5-21 A design of electrochemical cell preventing
hydrogen bubbles from reaching anode surface.

5.5.7. Temperature

Temperature is not involved in this work. Processing at higher or lower than
room temperature means increasing facility cost. However, temperature can affect many
factors of ECP process. These fhctors include charge transfer, diffision coefficient, and
viscosities of solution and anode layer. Therefore, one should be aware that temperature
is an experimental variable and can possibly be used to manipulate factors such as
limiting current plateau, and anode layer structure when needed.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions
Very good electropolishing results (surface mean roughness R, < 10 nm) of bulk
copper were obtained in solutions of phosphoric acid, HEDP and phosphoric acid with
additives copper oxide, ethylene glycol, and sodium tripolyphosphate. But
electropolishing of electroplated copper films on patterned silicon wafers showed
different results. Gently protruding areas were not planarized by an ECP process with
phosphoric acid while a good planarization was obtained in HEDP solutions, where salt
films formed on the anode surface. A salt film with macro profile on the anode may
benefit fiom ohmic leveling, migration smoothing, and migration smoothing effects.
If the surface layer has a micro profile, the ECP effect depends on the sharpness
of the surface undulation. Therefore, the surface profile of the anode layer is crucial to
ECP of copper films electroplated on patterned silicon wafers. The surface profile of
anode layer depends on the viscosity of the layer and the convection strength of the
electrolyte solution.
Ideal conditions for ECP of copper films electroplated on patterned silicon wafers
are:
(1) Relatively low limiting current (e.g., 10 mA);
(2) Wide potential range of limiting current plateau;
(3) An electrically resistive salt film forms on anode surface during ECP, the

surface profile of the film or diffision layer is non-conformal to the surface
profile of the copper film to be planarized;
(4) Good circulation of the electrolyte solution to ensure uniform ECP over large

area of anode surface;

(5) Certain design of the ECP cell to prevent hydrogen bubbles from reaching

anode SUrfhce;
(6) Extremely close inter electrode distance facilitates ohmic leveling effect.

However, this also makes hydrogen bubbles reach anode surface easier.
These conditions depend on electrolytes and their concentration, as well as temperature.
Further research is expected to explore more ideal electrolytes and corresponding optimal
ECP conditions.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Directions

6.1 Summary and Conclusions
This investigation has shown that electrochemical polishing (ECP) can be
achieved under mass transport controlled conditions. Factors determining and affecting
mass transport processes and ECP effects include: electrolytes and their concentrations,
anode surface profiles, anode rotating speed, solution circulation, interelectrode distance,
temperature, applied potential (and thus current density), as well as the configuration of
the ECP system.
Mass transport control is characterized as a limiting current plateau on an anodic
polarization curve and can be fiuther confirmed by steady-state data (Levich plot).
Copper anodic polarization curves were measured with nine electrolyte systems. Limiting
current plateaus were demonstrated in these solutions with limiting current ( i ~ )and
potential range (EL) of the plateaus, listed in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1 Summary of copper anodic polarization data
No.

Electrolyte System

i~ (mA)

EL(V)

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy @IS) was successfblly used to identify
copper anodic salt film and mass transport limiting species in solutions of H3P04, H3PO4

+ CuO, &Po4 + C&&02,H3PO4+ HSNaS01#3, and HEDP. The measured EIS spectra
and SEM observation indicated that a resistive salt film formed on the copper anode
surface in HEDP solution whereas no salt film was detected in the other solutions.
Analysis of the EIS data suggested that Cu* was the mass transport controlling species in
solutions of HEDP and phosphoric acid with additives ethylene glycol and sodium
tripolyphosphate. Non-ionic species such as water molecules are suggested to be the
mass transport controlling species in solutions of phosphoric acid and phosphoric acid
with copper oxide.

Very good electropolishing results (surface mean roughness & < 10 nm) of bulk
copper were obtained in solutions of phosphoric acid, HEDP and phosphoric acid with
additives copper oxide, ethylene glycol, and sodium tripolyphosphate. But
electrochemical planarization of copper films electroplated on patterned silicon wafers is
more difficult. An ECP process with phosphoric acid did not planarize gently protruding
areas on silicon wafer. A good planarization effect on electroplated copper films on
patterned silicon wafer coupons was obtained in HEDP solutions.
Three types of ECP mechanisms were distinguished:
(1) Ohmic leveling describes the ECP effect that depends on the current density

distribution on a rough anode surface. Ohmic leveling can be enhanced by an
electrically resistive anode layer with a surface of macro profile and short
interelectrode distance.
(2) Migration smoothing describes the ECP effect resulting from a non-uniform

distribution of normal electric field along a rough surface.
(3) Diffusion smoothing effect results from a non-uniform concentration gradient

distribution of mass transport limiting species along a rough surface.
Migration smoothing and diffision smoothing effects strongly depend on anode
surface profile. A surface profile that involves shorter wavelength has better migration
smoothing and diffision smoothing effects. And therefore is easier to be planasized than
a surface profile that involves longer wavelength.

The surface of copper films electroplated on trenched silicon wafers consists of
gentle bumps and pads on flat areas. The surfiice profiles involve much longer
wavelength, compared to mechanically polished bulk copper d a c e , and therefore are
more difficult to be planarized. To obtain the best ECP effects for copper films
electroplated on patterned silicon wafers, one needs to use:
(1) Electrolyte solution that has:
(i)

Relatively low limiting current (e.g., 10 mA),

(ii) Wide potential range of limiting current plateau,
(iii) An electrically resistive salt film forms on anode surhce during
ECP. The surfhe profile of the film or diffision layer is nonconformal to the surface profile of the copper film to be planarized.
(2) Higher applied potential in the range of limiting current plateau.
(3) Optimal anode rotating speed and solution circulation to ensure uniform ECP

over large area of anode surface;
(4) Optimal ECP system design to prevent hydrogen bubbles fiom reaching anode

surface;
(5) Extremely close inter electrode distance facilitates ohmic planarization effect.

(6) Other parameters such as temperature may be taken into account as well.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Based on the experimental results and knowledge obtained through this study,
following research is recommended for h r e work.
(1) Study of the correlation between the surface profile of anodic layer / film and

the hydrodynamic conditions in an ECP system. This may lead to identification of the
optimal conditions for the formation of a macro surface profile of anodic layer / film,
which is very important to the ECP of copper films electroplated on patterned silicon
wafers.

(2) Investigation of new electrolyte solutions that can form easy-cleaning and
electrically resistive copper complexes, which facilitate ohmic leveling and migration
smoothing effects.
(3) Investigation of the factors that affect the uniformity of ECP over a large

su&ice area, for example, a 300mm wafer. These factors include solution viscosity,
anode rotating speed, solution flow rate, the design of ECP cell, and others.
(4) End point, the moment that ECP process should be stopped, is another

challenging issue need to be found out.
(5) Between copper film and ED layers are tantalum and tantalum nitride barrier

layers. These thin layers (about 20nm thick) need to be cleaned too. It is necessary to find
out the anodic behavior of these materials under copper ECP conditions. Electrolytes and
ECP conditions that can remove these layers are needed. Further, how such electrolytes
and ECP conditions affect the copper surface smoothness is important to know.
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